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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is the second deliverable in work package (WP) 2 ‘Real-time Yard Management’ of the
Automated Rail Cargo Consortium (ARCC) project. In WP 2 research and innovation activities lead to
the analysis, understanding and definition of efficient business processes and a common
understanding of decision processes and their optimisation and automation potential, focused on the
operations management in marshalling yards and terminals and the interaction with network/line
management.
This report develops an understanding of yard-line interaction by providing a detailed analysis of a
marshalling yard in Sweden and the interaction between a freight company, a yard manager and an
infrastructure manager.
In chapter 2 the different actors are identified, and their requirements and needs are outlined. The
chapter highlights the actors’ interdependencies and supports the hypothesis that coordinating line
and yard operations is advantageous.
In chapters 3 and 4 the planning and operational processes of the different actors are described. All
actors have many possibilities for communication, but the overall planning process is quite sequential
and individual, and collaborative planning is not well supported.
Chapter 5 provides a list of shortcomings and deviations that were identified during the project. Most
of the shortcomings are caused by operational variations, or poor planning support and/or processes.
A comprehensive vision for a railway system with processes that are suitable for both freight and
passenger traffic is given in chapter 6, as well as a scenario where digital automatic planning support
is used to cope with one of the deviations identified in chapter 5.
Chapter 7 concludes the report and provides directions for future work; ranging from capturing
demand data for strategic planning of infrastructure to operational re-planning during disturbances.
The results of the report indicate a need to improve the interaction between the infrastructure
manager, the yard manager and the railway undertakings by digitalisation and improved processes.
The results indicate that a real-time yard management system interacting with a real-time network
management system may improve the quality of traffic; improving punctuality, system efficiency and
thereby competitiveness of freight rail transport. The competitiveness can be further improved by
implementing better planning support earlier on in the planning process.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Due to different use of terms of railway operations, the following clarification is given for words used in
this report:
-

-

-

-

-

-

A railway network in UIC terms consists of nodes and lines (links between nodes)
Although nodes represented an arbitrary location in a railway network, nodes predominantly
stand for extended station areas, in which lines are crossing and/or composition/decomposition
of trains take place.
In the rail freight transport business, some special railway facilities are necessary to ensure
end-to-end-logistic chains for wagonload and/or combined transports. This includes unique
types of nodes at a terminus or at intermediate points of the rail freight supply chain for
shunting, assembling, sorting and marshalling trains or loading/unloading and storing wagons.
These types of nodes are frequently designated as “Terminals”. On the other hand, the term
“Terminal” is used mainly for facilities with a possibility to transfer loading units between
different transport modes and/or means of transportation, also called “Multimodal terminals”. In
this document, the unique types of freight nodes will be referred to as Marshalling yards,
Multimodal terminals and/or (industrial) Sidings.
o Main processes of Marshalling yards focus on the aggregation and disaggregation of
trains and the wagon connection performance (right wagon on right train).
o Terminals will be defined as places, equipped for the transhipment (Rail-Road, RailWaterway) and storage of loading units (Containers, semitrailers, swap-bodies).
o The term Sidings will be used for rail subsystems with the scope of loading/unloading,
storing wagons, shunting and train building activities at a local operating level (mainly at
industrial companies’ sites).
The term “(Railway) network” will in this document be used for the network consisting of lines
and their links to above mentioned types of freight nodes.
Marshalling is used for shunting operations in a marshalling yard with the aim of compounding
new trains, while shunting is used more generally for any shunting movements.
Cars from incoming trains are sorted into new outbound trains at marshalling yards. If an
arriving train has cars for a specific departing train, the two trains are said to have a car
association.
A train can be compounded of cars with different destinations. A block is a set of subsequent
cars with the same destination in a train.
Capillary tracks or capillary network is the network of industrial tracks (industrial spurs) that
are not dispatched by the IM.
Dispatcher is used mainly for train dispatcher, although it occasionally means freight
dispatcher. Freight dispatchers organise freight transportation services, sometimes including
many modes of transportation.
Train order is a collection of safety orders for a train, while the wording “order of trains” is
used when discussing the sequence of trains. A safety order is a written order from the
dispatcher to the train driver and can e.g. be information about deviations from the dispatch list
or route book.
A timetable for year X starts in December year X-1 and ends in December year X. In general,
X is used to represent the timetable year for which something is relevant. For example, if a
meeting on maintenance works is scheduled for February X-1, this means that a meeting in
February 2019 will inform about the maintenance works of the annual timetable 2020.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
This report is deliverable 2.2 in work package (WP) 2 “Real time yard management” (RTYM). RTYM is
a main topic in the Automated Rail Cargo Consortium (ARCC) project “Rail freight automation
research activities to boost levels of quality, efficiency and cost effectiveness in all areas of rail freight
operations”. The ARCC-project is part of Innovation Programme 5 “Technologies for Sustainable &
Attractive European Rail Freight” and is related to the Shift2Rail (S2R) Work Plan 2015, Call identifier:
H2020-S2RJU-2015-01 Topic: Member Call S2R-CFM-IP5-02-2015: “Start-up activities for freight
automation”.
The research and innovation activities conducted in the RTYM are in line with the Shift2Rail MultiAnnual Action Plan (MAAP) [1]. The MAAP is a long-term investment planning document, which
translates the strategic research and innovation priorities for the rail sector – as described in the S2R
Master Plan – into concrete actions, milestones and deliverables to be undertaken collaboratively by
the S2R JU in the period 2015-2024. As automation and digitalisation are key innovation drivers for
the future of rail freight as a whole, IP5 and the ARCC project address the research vision throughout
the lifetime of the S2R programme.
Marshalling yards and terminals are important freight nodes in the end-to-end-logistics chain of rail
freight transport. They are crucial subsystems and of vital importance for (single) wagon load and
combined transport. Both the single wagon load and the combined transport market segments are
under particular pressure from the increasing road transport segment. The poor cost-efficiency and
punctuality of rail freight services is a source of dissatisfaction among rail customers and also an
important hinder for acquiring new rail freight customers. Automation and/or optimization can therefore
generate a substantial contribution by increasing the cost-competitiveness of these rail freight
segments.
The overall aim of the ARCC-project is to carry out an initial phase of rail freight automation research
activities in order to boost levels of quality, efficiency and cost effectiveness in rail freight operations of
the European railway sector. In WP 2 of the ARCC project, research and innovation activities will lead
to the analysis, understanding and definition of efficient business processes and a common
understanding of decision processes and their optimization and automation potential, focused on
marshalling yards and the interaction between network/line management and the operations
management in marshalling yards and terminals. The aim of deliverable 2.2 is to develop a common
understanding of operations and decision-making processes in the nodes, and also understand the
interaction and dependencies between the node processes, the infrastructure manager and the freight
railway undertakings. In this report, this common understanding is achieved by a detailed analysis of a
Swedish marshalling yard.
Due to the currently low technology readiness level (TRL) in automation of dispatching/disposition
processes in freight nodes, described start-up-activities will lead to TRL 2 at the end of the ARCC
project.
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1.2 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
In large freight nodes, up to hundreds of incoming/outgoing trains and more than a thousand wagons
are handled each day. Large freight nodes are complex systems of tracks, switches, crossings and
service facilities, and yard operations are vast and complex processes. The daily operations
management requires multi-dimensional decisions, and poor decisions may cause inefficient yard
operations. Unfortunately, the multi-dimensional decisions are often too complex to be efficiencly
solved manually, and therefore digitalisation and development of automation and optimizing decision
support tools would be beneficial.
Deliverable 2.1 in ARCC RTYM focused on the internal operations of marshalling yards and terminals,
and gave an overview of the current situation using marshalling yards and terminals from Sweden and
Germany as case-studies. Deliverable 2.2 will focus on the yard-line interaction by providing a detailed
analysis of a marshalling yard in Sweden, and how a freight company, a yard manager and an
infrastructure manager interact.
In today’s processes, yard and terminal planning is not well coordinated with network planning.
Furthermore, there are no decision support systems covering both network and yard capacity for
operational re-planning. This results in various problems, ranging from punctuality problems and long
planned transport times to inefficient use of resources in case of operational deviations. The objective
of this deliverable is to describe the planning and operational processes of an infrastructure manager
(IM), a yard manager (YM) and a railway undertaking (RU) requiring both yard and line capacity. In
particular, the report focusses on processes related to yard-line interaction and identifies current
problems and shortcomings. Other processes are included, to some extent, if they affect the yard-line
interaction. The aim of the deliverable is to identify the needs and responsibilities of the different
actors, and also the cooperation required in order to achieve efficient line and yard operations. This
deliverable builds on ARCC RTYM deliverable 2.1 “Description of automation/optimisation
requirements and capabilities of decision making process in Marshalling yards and Terminals” by
extending the project results with an analysis of the interaction between yard and line management.
The main focus will be on the infrastructure manager, the yard manager (specifically a marshalling
yard manager) and railway undertakings. The role and impact of transport customers, dispatchers and
carriers will only be briefly discussed. In general, it is assumed that the railway undertakings represent
their customers.
Comparing freight traffic to passenger traffic, there is a larger need for flexibility and short term
replanning/new planning. For that reason, and as a consequence of frequent delays and limited yard
resources, static user-defined prioritization rules cannot ensure that yard operations are performed
efficiently. Therefore, intelligent decision-making on a real-time basis will be required and will become
a strategic element of automation and optimization in freight nodes. If decision support methods could
deliver results in real-time, it would be possible to optimize these decisions, and take the global effects
of operational decisions into account. Currently, global effects cannot be considered due to the
complexity of the network and the required decision speed. The project scope and aim are to
investigate how decision processes with real-time information from various stakeholders can be
improved.
The main scope of the project is operational planning, but in this deliverable a short description of the
annual timetable and ad hoc planning processes and decisions are also included. This is to develop
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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an understanding of the process as a whole, which is often necessary to elicit the requirements and
demands on a real-time operational re-planning system. Further, some operational problems may be
best solved by implementing preventative measures earlier in the planning process.
It is assumed that decision processes with real-time decision support capabilities are mainly required
in large freight nodes and for deviations from regular plans. Consistently, the project focus is on large
freight nodes and development of regular plans is not in scope of WP2.
The report is structured as follows. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the problem, and in chapter 2
the different actors are introduced. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the planning and operational processes
of the IM, RU and YM. Shortcomings and problems in the current processes are outlined in chapter 5.
Chapter 6 discuss an envisioned future scenario where many operators share marshalling yard
resoruces. In chapter 7, a scenario for future decision support solutions and a vision of ARCC are
described, and then the report concludes with a conclusions and future work chapter.
In later deliverables, the project results so far will be condensed to requirements and interface
specifications for a real time yard management system.

1.3 EXPECTED RESULTS FROM THIS DELIVERABLE
As described in the Grant Agreement Annex 1, Deliverable D2.2 should consist of the results from
Task 2.2:
“Task 2.2:
The task will develop a common understanding and description of operational
procedures and rules for network management.
The dependencies needed between the Railway Undertaking (RU) and the
Infrastructure Manager (IM) in order to achieve efficient yard operations will be
described. The mutual dependencies will be defined and the data needed for efficient
planning and operation of both yard processes and related processes will be defined.
The link and dependencies between the operational level on the one hand and the
strategic and tactic planning levels on the other hand will be defined. The dependencies
between the internal IM processes and the IM-RU processes are mapped to the system
environments to find generalized concepts for system improvement.
The task links with WP3 Timetabling and to the activity called “Real-time network
management” (TD5.2.3), which will start in 2017, but also to IP2, TD2.9. This link will be
established by the task leader TRV who will be actively involved in the other tasks.”
The deliverable aims at analysing current processes related to yard-line interaction, and also
identifying shortcomings and problems. The deliverable will suggest functionality developments and
indtroduce a scenario for an envisioned decision support system. The results from this deliverable will
be elaborated in the next two deliverables of ARCC RTYM: “D2.3 Modelling requirements and
interface specification to yard simulation system” and “D2.4 Description of demonstration scenarios for
a real-time yard management system”.
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Throughout the activities within WP 2 there will also be a link to the SMART consortium/Work stream
´Real-time Yard Management System´ of the Open Call ‘S2R-OC-IP5-01-2015 - Freight automation on
lines and in yards’ to generate the maximum possible level of synergy. A meeting between the
SMART and ARCC partners for Real Time Yard Management System took place in Frankfurt, 12-13
June 2017.
The start-up activities carried out in WP 2 form only the first step for a Real-time Yard Management
System. In the framework of the Shift2Rail programme, a three-phase approach has been chosen.
The first phase covered in this project will define the requirements for a Real-time Yard Management
System based on the state of the art in yard operations and the expectations of the operators. The
result of this first phase is a clear definition of requirements for an IT solution for RTYM and the
description of the technical demonstrator for an experimental proof of concept. The IT solution will
then be implemented and tested in phase 2 of the project (i.e. a possible future continuation) in order
to be demonstrated in a real-world marshalling yard in the third project phase. The results from the
project are shared with the SMART project, which also focus on the development of a real-time
marshalling yard management system.
Development of this solution will be based on techniques from the research fields of optimisation and
simulation. The methods will capitalize on the increasing amount of digitalized and automatically
collected data.

1.4 METHODOLOGY
To produce the expected results the beneficiaries read process and system descriptions, and
interviewed relevant personnel from the marshalling yard, freight train operator and infrastructure
manager. The interviews covered both the current and wanted state of business, and were followed up
by questions by e-mail. The interviewees were also invited to read the report and provide feed-back
and corrections. The information gathered were compiled and analysed to produce a description of the
current state, including problems, and also a vision. A scenario with use-cases high-lighting some
functionality developments was also designed.
The following interviews have provided input to the deliverable:
Table 1: Interviews
Participants

Type of
meeting

Focus

Date

Mats Åkerfeldt, Trafikverket
Sara Gestrelius, RISE SICS
Martin Aronsson, RISE SICS
Anders Peterson, Linköping University

In person

Yard and line planning and
operations from the IM
perspective

2017-05-09

Pelle Andersson, Green Cargo
Sara Gestrelius, RISE SICS
Anders Peterson, Linköping University

Skype

Yard and line planning and
operations from the RU
perspective

2017-05-16
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Jonatan Gjerdrum, Green Cargo
Sara Gestrelius, RISE SICS
Anders Peterson, Linköping University

Skype

Yard and line planning and
operations from the RU
perspective

2017-06-12

Magnus Wahlborg, Trafikverket
Jan Sköld, Trafikverket
Fredrik Lundström, Trafikverket
Martin Aronsson, RISE SICS
Sara Gestrelius, RISE SICS
Anders Petersson, Linköping University
Christiane Schmidt, Linköping University
(skype)

In person

Ad hoc planning for freight
trains

2017-09-25

Magnus Wahlborg, Trafikverket
Hans Dahlberg, Trafikverket
Per-Åke Wärn, Trafikverket
Sara Gestrelius, RISE SICS
Anders Petersson, Linköping University
Christiane Schmidt, Linköping University

Skype

RNE, TAF&TAP and TTR

2017-10-06

Erik Sköldqvist, Green Cargo
Jonas Johansson, Green Cargo
Sara Gestrelius, RISE SICS
Martin Joborn, RISE SICS
Anders Peterson, Linköping University

In person

Freight operator and yard
manager perspective on
marshalling yard planning
and operations

2017-10-11

Mattias Meyer-Thorén, Trafikverket
Sara Gestrelius, RISE SICS
Martin Joborn, RISE SICS
Anders Peterson, Linköping University

In person

IM perspective on
dispatching and operational
planning at Hallsberg
marshalling yard

2017-10-11

2 ACTORS AND THEIR ORGANISATIONS
The objective of chapter 2 is to introduce the needs and responsibilities of all actors involved in yardline interaction: the infrastructure manager, the marshalling yard manager, the freight train operator
and the freight customer. The chapter ends with Table 2 where the needs and responsibilities are
summarized. The descriptions are based on the interviews from Table 1, and therefore only capture
the situation for the freight operating company Green Cargo in Sweden. However, many results are
generalizable.

2.1 INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER: TRAFIKVERKET
The Swedish infrastructure manager (IM), Trafikverket, is a government authority responsible for
providing safe railway infrastructure for passenger and freight train operators. Trafikverket manages
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1 940 km double or multi-track line and 9 111 km single track line [1]. They also own nine multimodal
terminals [2] and 13 marshalling yards [3]. In addition to allocating infrastructure capacity to operators
and maintenance entrepreneurs, Trafikverket is also responsible for the safe dispatching of trains on
line tracks. However, Trafikverket is not responsible for car movements inside yards or train
movements on capillary tracks.
During disturbances, the IM often has to cooperate with other actors to replan the operations.
However, Trafikverket’s responsibility to allocate capacity and safely dispatch trains remains intact,
and in the end, it is therefore the duty and right of the IM to prioritise and re-plan trains.
Operators, maintenance entrepreneurs and other organisations that are authorised to apply for railway
infrastructure are called authorised applicants. The authorised applicants want to realise a transport
(service) or maintenance (service). To properly plan infrastructure investments, and to allocate
capacity, the infrastructure manager needs to know the applicants’ infrastructure needs. Trafikverket
obtains this information from the applicants in two ways: by having discussions and meetings with
them, and by analysing the capacity applications sent in during the timetable process.
To properly plan trains going to or from marshalling yards, the infrastructure manager also needs to
know the marshalling yard’s ability and limitations when it comes to shunting the timetabled traffic.

2.2 MARSHALLING YARD MANAGER
Marshalling yards are the hubs of the hub-and-spoke network for wagon load traffic. They consist of a
system of tracks where cars from incoming trains are sorted into new outbound trains. If an arriving
train has cars for a specific departing train, the two trains are said to have a car association. Although
the Swedish IM owns marshalling yards, they do not provide any marshalling service. Rather, the
marshalling yard manager (MYM) is responsible for the yard operations. Marshalling yard managers
provide trained personnel to carry out marshalling, and also plan the operations. Green Cargo
manages the three largest marshalling yards in Sweden: Malmö, Hallsberg and Sävenäs.
The goal of the marshalling yard manager is to provide a good but cost-effective service. It may not be
profitable for a marshalling yard manager to provide marshalling at all times, nor to provide all types of
marshalling services.
The marshalling yard manager cooperates with both the infrastructure manager and the freight train
operator.
For planning, the yard manager needs to know the arrival and departure time of trains, as well as
which yard tracks that will be available. This information is given by the IM. The marshalling yard
manager may also need to know e.g. which train a car arrives with and which train it should depart
with, if there are any special rules for marshalling the car (e.g. if the car is allowed to be rolled over the
hump or not) and if there are any rules for the ordering of cars in the outbound train. This information
is given by freight train operator. It may also be useful to know the ordering of cars in the arriving train.
During operations, the IM and the MYM share some track resources, and therefore have to cooperate
closely. Further, cooperation and communication is necessary in case of deviations or disturbances.
The IM is also responsible for the maintenance works carried out on the yard.
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The yard manager and the train operator also cooperate during operations, for example when it comes
to faulty cars and car-associations that need to be replanned.

2.3 FREIGHT TRAIN OPERATOR
The freight train operator sells freight transport services to customers and provides the personnel and
rolling stock required to realise the transport. The freight train operator may own or rent engines and
wagons.
Freight train operators often enter framework agreements with their wagon-load customers, and
customers call off wagon transportation as needed. As the transport needs vary from day to day, so
does the wagon composition of trains. The varying wagon composition affects train characteristics
such as e.g. length, weight and when the train may be ready to depart. For example, if a certain car
association is not needed a certain day, the departing train may be compounded and ready to depart
much earlier than originally planned. However, the train path can not be permanently advanced if
there is a customer framework agreement specifying a transport necessitating the absent association
(unless the freight operator is willing to risk breaking the agreement or re-negotiates it).
The operator has to apply to the infrastructure manager for train paths and marshalling yard access.
Further, if the freight train operator requires marshalling and does not have marshalling personnel, it
has to buy a marshalling service from a marshalling yard manager.

2.4 FREIGHT CUSTOMERS AND CARRIERS
Freight customers buy railway transportation services. The freight customer may buy the
transportation for themselves, or they may be shipping agents that want to have railway transportation
as part of their offer. Freight customers require an appropriate and reasonably priced service. By
“appropriate” it is meant that the transport is appropriate for the customers’ goods in terms of safety
and gentleness, and that it is picked up and delivered at certain times. However, an appropriate
transportation service must also have an order process that is in line with the customers’ time line for
anticipating and determining its transportation needs. Some freight customers can sign long-term
exact transportation contracts, while others, e.g. the forest industry, do not know exactly where the
pick-up location will be until a few days before the transport is required.
Customers, whether they’re the end-customer or a shipping agent, often sign framework agreements
with the freight operator. The framework agreement may e.g. state when the goods must be loaded on
the wagons, and when the wagons will arrive to their final destination. Even through the pick-up and
drop-off times are defined by the agreement, the exact route of the wagons if often not specified. This
gives the freight operator some flexibility when it comes to distributing wagons on trains.
Transportation is sensitive to market fluctuations, and when the market is weak the number of wagons
may be so few that trains are cancelled. Likewise, if the market is strong, the freight operator may
have to apply for extra train paths.
Sometimes the freight is dropped off or picked-up by another carrier before or after the railway
transportation. The timeliness and flexibility of the carrier affect the end-to-end timeliness of the goods.
If a train has to wait for a carrier before departing, the train may become late. On the other hand, if a
carrier is always early and the goods is loaded before pick-up time, then this extra time could be used
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in the railway system. The carrier at the drop-off location also affects the severity of train delays. For
example, if the goods on a delayed train are supposed to be transhipped to a cargo ship, and the
delayed train arrives after the ship has departed, then the secondary delay may be very large.
However, if the goods are to be picked up by a truck that has a flexible departure time, then there may
be no secondary delay. Finally, if the goods are to be transhipped to a cargo ship that departs long
after the late train arrives, then the train delay may not affect the end-to-end timeliness of the goods at
all.
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Table 2: Summary of requirements and needs of actors.
Need
Marshalling yard operator

Trafikverket

 Good quality infrastructure and technical
equipment.
 Timetable that is operable for the yard.
 Timetable information (including
maintenance works) for planning.
 Information on changes to the timetable
during operations, both for trains and
maintenance works.

 Information on available infrastructure.
 Appropriately allocated train paths and other
services, including marshalling yard access
services.
 Access to infrastructure and services for
operating trains.
 Information on operational changes to their
planned train paths and services.



 Information on future and current capacity
demand of the yard.
 Yard capacity estimations for use during
timetable planning.
 Timely marshalling of trains.
 Information on operational disturbances during
marshalling that affects arriving or departing
trains.
 Information on future and current capacity
demand.
 Information on train prioritisation.
 Information required for dispatching (train weight,
locomotive type etc.), planned and actual.
 Safe operation of trains (good quality rolling
stock, trained personnel).

 Safe operation of marshalling yard.
 Cost-effective operation of marshalling
yard.
 Trained personnel and rolling stock.

 Appropriate marshalling service.
 Information during operations on
disturbances/problems concerning the
operator’s cars and trains.



 Information on cars and car orderings in
trains, planned and actual.
 Information on car prioritisation (maybe).
 Information on how to handle deviations
(e.g. broken cars).

 Cost-effective operation of trains.
 Personnel and rolling stock.

 Appropriate transport
service.
 Information during operation
on changes to the expected
transport service.

 Information on future transport demand (maybe).



 Information on transport service demands.
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Freight customer

 Safe dispatching.
 Personnel for planning and dispatching.

Trafikverket
Marshalling
yard manger
Freight train
operator
Freight customer

Responsible

Freight train operator
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3 PLANNING PROCESSES
This chapter provides an overview of different planning processes and how they interact. The
chapter is divided into two sub-chapters: 3.1 Annual working timetable planning and 3.2 Short term
and ad hoc planning. Planning during operations will be covered in chapter 4 Operations.

3.1 ANNUAL WORKING TIMETABLE PLANNING
Figure 1 shows the yearly process for constructing the annual working timetable from the Swedish
infrastructure manager’s viewpoint. In Sweden, this process is called the “long-term” planning
process (“långtids-processen”). For the infrastructure manager, long-term planning comprises
analysing applications for train paths and maintenance possessions, and constructing the annual
working timetable. The Swedish infrastructure manager also holds a series of meetings each year
to promote good communication between all involved parties. For train operators, long-term
planning comprises designing and sending in applications for the traffic they wish to operate during
the coming year. The operators make some sort of transportation network planning in order to
design train path applications that make effective and efficient use of their resources. This longterm network planning includes making locomotive schedules and staff schedules.

Figure 1: Timetable process (based on picture from [4]).

3.1.1 Infrastructure manager: Trafikverket
The long-term planning process is often considered to start with the publication of the Network
Statement (NS) in December. The NS describes the preconditions for operating trains on the
infrastructure. But from providing information on the physical tracks and planned large
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maintenance works, the NS also provides information on e.g. the allocation process, available
services and charges.
All railway undertakings and contract customers are invited to “Early dialogue” meetings
organised by the Swedish infrastructure manager. “Early dialogue” was initiated by Trafikverket as
a response to operators’ request for more communication earlier in the planning process [5], and
the aim is to present preconditions and restrictions in the coming application process. There are
different “Early dialogue” meetings for different lines, and during the meetings Trafikverket informs
the operators about bottleneck plans, headway times and possibly also maintenance simulation
results and running-time supplements etc. [5, 6].The operators are also invited and encouraged to
share information about their planned traffic, especially if the planned traffic is substantially
different from previous years and other operators might benefit from knowing about the change
when designing their capacity applications [5]. The goal of the meeting is to help both Trafikverket
and the operators prepare for the application process [5]. “Strategic dialogue” is similar but
focusses on the next 5 years rather than just the next timetable [5].
The railway undertakings (RUs) are allowed to choose if they want to discuss with other applicants
intending to apply for capacity on the same line as themselves, and/or if they prefer a separate
meeting with the infrastructure manager [6]. There are also separate meetings for informing the
RUs about maintenance works in the coming year [7], and RUs can always call the long-term
planners at Trafikverket if they have any questions [8].
The train path application opens in February and closes in April, and during this time RUs can send
in their applications through a web-interface called “Ansökan om Kapacitet” [9]. After the
application deadline in April, all applications are transferred to the planning tool TrainPlan, and
then the long-term planners start constructing the timetable. The timetable planners are
responsible for one geographic area each (see Figure 2 for an example).
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Figure 2: Map showing different timetable construction areas (from [10]). The colours show
the different areas.
During the construction phase for the timetable proposal, planners invite applicants to consultation
meetings to discuss problems and potential solutions. The timetable proposal is communicated in
June, and any remaining conflicts and other problems are discussed in co-ordination meetings
(“samordningsmöten”). The goal is to, as far as possible, meet all the RUs wishes [4]. If there are
conflicts where the RUs and the IM can not agree, a dispute resolution process (“tvistlösning”) can
be initiated by one of the applicants. If a dispute resolution process is initiated, a dispute council
(“tvistråd”) will be held. If the council does not find a solution to the conflict, a set of pre-defined
priority criteria will be used to settle the conflict, and the line section in question will be declared
congested [4].
Finally, the timetable is established in September, and put into operation in December.
When it comes to marshalling yards and terminals, most of the planning work is done by the freight
RUs when they construct their train path applications. However, Trafikverket has guidelines for
planning arrivals to and departures from Hallsberg marshalling yard [11]. The inner workings of
yards and terminals are often complex, and the IM line planners might not always have enough
insight into the yard or terminal processes to guarantee that the arrival and/or departure patterns
can be feasibly operated. For example, according to Sköldqvist and Johansson [12], the
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departures from Hallsberg marshalling yard are sometimes too close in time for the timetable to be
feasibly operated. This is because there are only two tracks out from the departure yard, and
accelerating a particularly heavy freight train can take a lot of time.
Capillary tracks are not dispatched by the IM during operations. If more than one operator wants to
use a capillary track, the IM holds a co-ordination meeting with the involved operators. The
operators’ use of the capillary track needs to be separated in time in order to ensure that there is
only one operator using the capillary track at any point in time [12].
Before the annual timetable is established, IM dispatchers are allowed to provide input on the
timetable. For example, the operation of certain take-overs or meetings may be discussed.
However, as the timetable undergo substrantial changes during the ad hoc process, the daily
graphs may look quite different from the train paths discussed in the pre-establishment meeting.

3.1.2 Freight train operator: Green Cargo
As stated previously, the main output from the long-term planning at Green Cargo is the application
for train paths and other services. The train paths in the annual working timetable are a vital part of
Green Cargo’s business, and the application must be carefully designed to provide the train paths
needed to fulfil the freight customers’ needs, while also utilising Green Cargo’s locomotive and
personnel resources efficiently. To achieve this, there are different types of planners at Green
Cargo. Network planners, resource planners and capillary planners are the most important when it
comes to train paths and operations. Many planners work both with long-term planning and ad hoc
planning (see chapter 3.2).
Network planners are responsible for constructing good train paths. The network planners’ first
task is to figure out which shipment flows that should be served, i.e. the forecasted freight volumes
for all origin-destination pairs. Green Cargo services approximately 4000 commercial origindestination pairs, and only about 40 of those are serviced by full load unit trains [13]. The
remaining trains are either wagon-load trains, or trains planned for a specific customer but with
spare capacity for new car bookings [13].
Once a shipment flow forecast has been established, the next task is to decide which train paths to
apply for. Train paths specified in already signed contracts have to be included in the applications.
However, for framework agreements with some flexibility, and for forecasted businesses, a network
of appropriate train circuits should be planned. The network is designed by analysing the projected
volumes and frequency of transport services for different OD-pairs. Wagons don’t have to go
straight from their origin to their destination but are rather consolidated into trains with high load
factors. Figure 3 shows an example of consolidation where goods are transported from A, B and C
to F, G and H. D and E are marshalling yards. The goods can either be transported using direct
transportation (a) or the cars can be consolidated into fewer trains (b). Trains are represented by
lines. Green Cargo wants all wagon-load trains to have a forecasted load-factor of at least 80-85%
[13]. To help design a good network of wagon-load trains, different route options are simulated
using Multirail. Locomotive schedules are then designed for the train network, and finally driver
schedules. The driver schedules must respect the work condition regulations for drivers. The
planners occupied with locomotives circulations, drivers and yard personnel duties, are called
resource planners (“resursplanerare”). The planning process is iterated in order to get a good
trade-off between transportation service levels, locomotive schedules and driver schedules.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Direct transportation vs. hub-and-spoke transportation.
To understand the capacity and special conditions of yards and terminals, the network planners
can talk to local managers, or, for some yards, use guidelines. For example, wagons at Hallsberg
Marshalling yard must have a minimum transit time of 2 hours and 20 minutes [13] and there are
planning guidelines published by the IM [11]. There is no specific planning support tool for
marshalling yards at Green Cargo [12]. Hallsberg marshalling yard is planned in Microsoft Excel by
the network planner [12]. Terminals are even more complex than marshalling yards, and detailed
knowledge about the terminal’s lay-out and operations is often required to understand its capacity
limitations [14]. As terminals handle individual cars rather than trains, the number of cars to be
transhipped may be an important capacity measure [14]. Also, as terminals are the interface to
other (transportation) systems, knowledge about the interfacing system is required (e.g. does the
freight often arrive on time to the terminal? Is it picked up on time?). In fact, there are special
planners, called capillary planners (“kapillärplanerare”), who have good local knowledge and are
responsible for planning at terminals and industrial tracks [14]. As a final capacity check for yards
and terminals, the network plan is sent to local yard and terminal managers for approval [12, 14].
This type of approval is called operability acceptance (“körbarhetsaccept”) and is discussed more
in the chapter 3.1.3.
As described in chapter 2.1, there are a number of formal meetings between the long-term
planners at the infrastructure manager and the planners at Green Cargo, and the Green Cargo
planners can call the IM planners if they have any questions. In general, there is a close
collaboration between the IM and RU planners [14].
Another aspect that Green Cargo planners consider when designing the train network and
application is whether or not the infrastructure manager is likely to grant them the train paths [13].
Receiving many rejections, or train paths of poor quality, might spoil the network and resource
planning. This would be a major setback that may be hard and expensive to recover from.
Currently the norm is that freight trains run during night time, resulting in high peaks in personnel
and locomotive use between 20.00pm-04.00am [13]. To reduce the resource peaks, Green Cargo
would like to apply for train paths during day-time. However, the risk of not being awarded day-time
capacity is deterring, and therefore Green Cargo mainly plan and apply for night-time trains. There
are also some areas where the railway capacity is so congested that most freight is transported on
trucks instead of trains. For example, the competition for train paths going into central Stockholm is
fierce, and very few train paths are awarded to freight trains [13].
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3.1.3 Marshalling yard manager: Green Cargo
For the large marshalling yards Malmö, Hallsberg and Sävenäs annual track-usage plans
(“spåranvändningsplaner”) are produced [14]. The annual track-usage plans are made in
December each year by the marshalling planner (“rangerplanerare”) and are used as a starting
point for the daily planning of the marshalling yard [12]. Each morning the on-duty marshalling
planner will adapt the annual track-usage plan to make it fit with that day’s traffic [12]. For example,
varying train lengths and/or maintenance works may make the annual track-usage plan infeasible.
The Green Cargo network planners have some basic knowledge about the capacity of different
yards, but they also cooperate with the local managers to make sure the yards can shunt the
planned traffic. Three times a year there are operability acceptance (OA) meetings
(“körbarhetsaccept”) where the network planner presents a timetable to get input from the local
manager [12]. The network planner is responsible for the timetable, while the local manager has indepth knowledge about the yard resources and personnel, including safety regulations and
planned opening times. The first operability acceptance meeting is in February X-1, where X is the
year of the timetable. During this meeting the local manager can give input on the annual train path
application before it is submitted. The second OA meeting is after the annual timetable proposal
has been communicated by the IM. At this point it is hard to change train paths, and the main
objective is to identify major problems that the Green Cargo planners should focus on during the
coordination meetings, and potentially also dispute. The final OA meeting is after the annual
timetable has been established and published and is mainly an information meeting where the
network planner goes through the annual timetable with the local manager.

3.2 SHORT TERM AND AD HOC PLANNING
The aim of the short-term and ad hoc planning is to make changes in the annual plans to
accommodate new demand and traffic developments. The main output of the short-term and ad
hoc planning are daily graphs, and detailed car bookings, personnel schedules and rolling-stock
schedules to be used during operations. For the infrastructure manager, short-term and ad hoc
planning comprises handling new applications for train paths and possessions, as well as changing
the working timetable to cope with e.g. track breakage. For train operators the short-term planning
comprises designing and applying for new train paths, or cancelling established train paths,
depending on the business situation. However, during short term planning freight operator planners
may also work with e.g. wagon re-booking in order to use the available train capacity in the best
possible way.

3.2.1 Infrastructure Manager: Trafikverket
In Sweden, the ad hoc planning period starts in October X-1. The Swedish IM does not
differentiate between short-term planning and ad hoc planning, and there are no timetable updates
[15]. This means that all requests sent in after October should be answered within five days. There
is a variety of request sent in to the ad hoc process, ranging from cancellation of a single train to
addition of multiple associated trains forming a new traffic system [15].
As opposed to the long-term planners, ad hoc planners are not responsible for different
geographical areas. Rather, all planners should know the entire network, and the requests are
allocated to planners on a first-come first-served basis [8].
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A large proportion of the ad hoc planning work is adapting the timetable for planned maintenance
possessions [8]. The maintenance possessions are part of the annual timetable, but train path
adaptations are often made later, closer in time to the possession [8]. Adapting the train paths
close in time to the maintenance work makes sense as both the traffic and maintenance plans
develop during the year. Making all maintenance adaptations before the timetable is established,
and then re-adapting all the train variations during the year, would be inefficient. The annual
timetable process, and time periods with large and/or many possessions, generate an uneven
workload for ad hoc planners through the year. The work load is often highest during April and May
and it is also quite high during summer before it goes down after the summer-vacation period [8].
The work-load then stays low until it rises significantly in the end of October when the new ad hoc
process is opened [8].
Ad hoc planners are also responsible for changing the timetable in case of emergency
maintenance works or other disruptions that affect the traffic in the next operational period. Train
path changes during the current operational period are not the responsibility for the ad hoc
planners, but rather the responsibility of the train manager (“tågledare”). During disruptions caused
by emergency maintenance, the normal first-come first-served rule is abandoned, and the five-day
rule does not apply [8]. More information on disruption management is given in chapter 4.
The ad hoc planners hand over the daily graph to the operations control department at 15.00 each
day [8]. Any outstanding train path applications are also handed over to operations control. If the
train manger has the time, he or she may finish planning the train paths, but it is not his or her main
work activity [16].

3.2.2 Freight train operator: Green Cargo
As stated in chapter 3.1.1, adapting the timetable for planned maintenance possessions is the
most common reason for ad hoc re-planning. These adaptations are handled by infrastructure
planners at Green Cargo [12]. According to Sköldqvist and Johansson [12], the infrastructure
planner will first contact the network planner to figure out which trains that can be cancelled when
adapting the timetable for a maintenance possession. Trains that can’t be cancelled must receive
new train paths, and applications for new adapted paths are sent to the infrastructure manager. An
adapted train path may e.g. be moved in time or re-routed. Often the adapted train path is very
different from the original path, and depending on how important the train is and the time period
during which the adapted train path will be operated, Green Cargo planners may spend more or
less effort with the IM planners to improve the train path. Other types of changes that may require
ad hoc cancellations or new train paths are e.g. economic cycle variations or traffic system
improvements [12]. Also, during some periods, e.g. summer vacation periods, the personnel
resources may be so strained that some trains have to be cancelled [14]. Most of the time, it is
wagon-load trains that are cancelled when personnel resources are scarce. This might lead to
overcrowding in the marshalling yard if the cancelled train was supposed to pick up cars. Late
cancellations may also be caused by e.g. driver illness, locomotive shortage or outage, or because
the marshalling yard planner realizes that the wagons can be transported in fewer trains than
planned [8]. Changes in the train paths due to operational disruptions are handled in a separate
process (see chapter 4).
A train path application should be submitted at least five days prior to departure, and Green Cargo
make an effort to honour this deadline [14]. In fact, Green Cargo tries to avoid adding new trains
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after the driver schedules have been communicated, which happens 2-6 weeks before train
operations [8, 14]. According to Gjerdrum [14], Green Cargo sometimes has to push to get IM
decisions within five days. To make the ad hoc process more transparent, Gjerdrum [14] calls for
explicit maintenance possession plans and also explicit and mandatory routines for applying for
train paths.
There are occasions when Green Cargo would need a shorter response time than five days. Most
notably, if a customer order comes in late but Green Cargo has the resources required to perform
the transport, then the five-day rule may cause Green Cargo to lose the business [12].
The main task for Green Cargo during short-term planning is to allocate wagons to trains. Green
Cargo uses the planning system Bättre ResursAnvändning Vagnsstyrning Operativt (BRAVO),
including the system Godstransportplaner (GTPL), for allocating wagons to trains. BRAVO holds all
client contracts and transport bookings and is also used to control the wagon flows in the network.
When an order is entered into BRAVO, GTPL calculates a wagon route and provides an estimated
departure and arrival time. The wagon can then be booked on the specific trains in the route.
BRAVO also includes a client alert system for e.g. delays or wagon re-bookings.
As the cars’ exact routes are planned, their drop-off order is known on a geographical level.
Therefore the car ordering in a train can be based on the cars’ geographical drop-off locations.
However, Sköldqvist and Johansson [12] identified the ability to sort cars based on more
generalized wagon characteristics (e.g. customer and loaded/unloaded) as beneficial.
When the customer service department receives a request for a new framework agreement, they
cooperate with network planners and capillary planners to ensure that there is enough train
capacity for the transport defined by the new framework agreement [14].

3.2.2.1 Tactical rebooking of cars
One month before a train is supposed to run, it is handed over from the network planner to the
tactical transport manager. At this point the train paths and resource allocation decisions should
not be changed, as cancelling a train path carries a fee, and working schedules have been
finalized and communicated. Some car bookings for the train may already exist, but most bookings
are expected during the weeks before operation [14]. The task for the tactical transport managers
is to assign cars to trains such that the available train capacity is used in the best possible way.
The pick-up and drop-off times of all contracts as well as communicated arrival times should be
respected, but a transport can often be realised by different train combinations. The aim of tactical
transport planning is to obtain high load-factors without causing capacity problems anywhere in the
network. For example, cars on in-demand trains can be re-booked on other trains in order to free
up space for later bookings on the in-demand trains. Apart from this type of resource levelling, the
tactical transport managers are also responsible for re-booking cars in case of disturbances. One
of the tactical transport manager sit in the control tower at Hallsberg marshalling yard. She or he is
responsible for re-booking cars if this may benefit the yard and/or the transportation network.

3.2.3 Marshalling yard manager: Green Cargo
There are not many ad hoc planning activities for the yard manager. The network planner can
contact the local manager if he or she has any questions regarding the feasibility of ad hoc train
paths [12]. Otherwise, the marshalling planner changes the annual track-usage plan to
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accommodate the current day’s traffic each morning. Apart from taking new or cancelled trains into
account, the main reason for changing the track-usage plan is that the train lengths and
associations change.
When making the annual track-usage plan, but also the daily changes, there are a few guidelines
for easy and efficient marshalling. For example, pulling trains back over the hump, or departing
over the hump, should be avoided [12]. Also, the amount of coupling and decoupling should be
minimized [12].

4 OPERATIONS
All the planning work discussed so far leads up to the day of operation when the transport services
and maintenance works should be performed. The main task for operations staff is to ensure that
the train and maintenance works are delivered according to expectations. To their help, they have
the planning output from previous process stages such as the daily graph and track usage plans,
and also a variety of information and communication tools.
Apart from the operative production staff, such as locomotive drivers, dispatchers and maintenance
technicians, there are also support staff, such as planners, customer service and managers who
make high-level prioritisation decisions in case of disturbances. As the focus of this report is freight
traffic, processes related to passenger information is omitted. Further, systems and processes
related to maintenance and electric power are only superficially covered.
The chapter consists of three parts. The first part outlines the roles and responsibilities at the IM,
RU and MYM. The second part is an overview of the different tasks and processes and finally the
third part discuss information flow and technical solutions.

4.1 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1.1 Infrastructure Manager: Trafikverket
Name

Responsibility

Tågklarerare

Train dispatcher (TD); provide safe and optimal
train operation in accordance with the daily graph
in his or her control area; allocate spare capacity
to direct planned maintenance possessions; report
current and predicted deviations.

Lokaltågklarerare HRBG

Local train dispatcher for the marshalling yard in
Hallsberg; authorize signal-controlled movements
on the line, and also arrival yard movements and
departure yard movements; jointly dispatch arrival
yard and departure yard with Rangeroperatör;
responsible for maintenance planning and
protection on tracks in the whole yard.
Only works during night time when yard is most
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active.
Communicates with Lokaltågklarerare Hallsberg.
Lokaltågklarerare Hallsberg

Local train dispatcher for all trains inside of
Hallsberg, including the passenger yard and
western main line.
Communicates with Lokaltågklarerare HRBG and
Fjärrtågklarerare Hallsberg.

Fjärrtågklarerare Hallsberg

Train dispatcher for the Hallsberg operational
control area outside of Hallsberg.

Drifttekniker

Operations technician (OT); pro-actively survey
facilities and manage disturbances and risks in the
infrastructure managers’ facilities for railway traffic
from a safety and traffic perspective; report current
and predicted disturbances.

Eldriftingenjör

Electrical power engineer (EPE); responsible for
electrical power and monitoring of the power
supply and electrification system operation;
identify and resolve disturbances.

Vakthavande ingenjör

Engineer in charge (EIC); decide on changes in
electrical power; operation orders, instructions and
questions; manage alarms; support IM staff.
Attends meetings with regional and national
operations management team.

Trafikinformatör

Traffic informant (TI); provide safe and optimal
traffic information in accordance with the
production plan in his or her control area; has
authority to ask for material for traffic information
from the train dispatcher and traffic information
manager; report current and predicted
disturbances.

Produktionsledare

Production manager (PM); manage and
coordinate the ongoing operations within his or her
operational area; represent unit- and section
heads in operations and ensure production
capability.
Sometimes on site and sometimes reachable by
phone.
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Part of the regional operations management team.
Tågledare

Train manager (TM); manage the administrative
safety work by order of the regional operations
manager; survey the capability to deliver train
paths within the current operational period by
monitoring the traffic (current and proactive);
receive new and outstanding train path
applications; support operators and IM staff.
Part of the regional operations management team.

Trafikinformationledare

Traffic information manager (TIM); overall
responsibility for the quality of traffic information in
media, to customers and passengers.
Part of the regional operations management team.

Driftledare

Operations engineer (OE); survey the
infrastructure capacity and status and also
entrepreneur status; collect and analyse
deviations in infrastructure that has affected
operations; regional operations manager’s contact
person to engineer in charge and maintenance
unit.
Part of the regional operations management team.

Regional Operativ Ledare (ROL)

Regional operations manager (ROM); realise the
services defined by the production plan; receive
the daily graph.
Supported by the regional operations
management team (ROMT).
Part of the national operations management team.

Nationell Operativ Ledare (NOL)

National operations manager (NOM); responsible
for national traffic and traffic information for
multiple transport modes.
Supported by the national operations
management team (NOMT).

4.1.2 Freight operator: Green Cargo
Name

Responsibility

Nätverksplanerare

Network planner; design the train network; make flow
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estimations; responsible for the timetable for a
certain geographic area (lines and marshalling
yards); design applications in annual and ad hoc
process (except maintenance adaptations); ensure
enough train capacity to fulfil offered and sold
transportation services; support sales; work with
trains up until 6 weeks before departure.
Kapillärplanerare

Capillary planner; plan terminals and capillary tracks
(industrial spurs).
Note that terminal and capillary tracks (industrial
spurs) are not planned by the IM.

Resursplanerare

Resource planner; plan locomotive schedules; plan
driver and personnel schedules.

Taktisk transportledare

Tactical transport managers; re-plan car routes in
order to optimize the car flow, work with trains from 3
weeks to 24h before train departure.

Kundservice

Customer service; receive new orders and call offs;
cooperate with network/capillary planner in case of
new businesses requiring more capacity.
Sometimes assigned to specific customers.

Operativ chef

Operations manager (OM); responsible for daily
operations; co-ordinate, prioritise and make decisions
needed during disturbances; monitor the decisions
made by the IM.

Transportledning/Driftcenter

Traffic management centre; have an overview of the
transport bookings and train operation; ensure
locomotives and personnel resources are available
for operation; makes sure cars are reported in
BRAVO.
Staff includes e.g. operative transport manager and
operative resource manager.

Driftledare

Operations foreman; always on-duty.

Linjelokförare

Line engine driver (LED); drive trains; perform
shunting at small yards and capillaries.
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4.1.3 Marshalling Yard manager: Green Cargo
Name
Rangeroperatör

Responsibility
Marshalling operator (MO); authorize
signal-controlled shunting movements;
communicate and collaborate with the local
dispatcher HRBG who is responsible for
the arrival and departure yard movements;
communicate with the shunting engine
driver
Control decomposition/uncoupling and
marshalling wagons over the hump
(Växlingsledare).

Rangerplanerare

Marshalling planner (MP); plan car
movements in the yard; make decisions
about track allocation; communicate with
local dispatcher HRBG.

Bangårdsoperatör/produktionspersonal

Yard operator; car inspection; coupling and
uncoupling activities; brake-test.

Radioloksoperatör

Radio engine driver; drive locomotive at
marshalling yards and for shunting.
Also works as yard operator.

Skiftesledare

Shift foreman.

Gruppchef

Group manager; responsible for staff,
resources, quality, work environment and
safety at the yard.

4.2 TASKS AND PROCESSES
4.2.1 Infrastructure Manager: Trafikverket
The main responsibility of the IM during operations is to ensure that the traffic is operated safely
and according to plan. The IM also has the right and responsibility to prioritise between different
trains and maintenance possessions in case of disturbances and should provide the information
needed by the RUs and maintenance entrepreneurs (MEs) in case of delays and/or disturbances.

4.2.1.1 Preparation
Information- and hand-over meetings
There is a hand-over and a follow-up phone meeting between the planning department (PLD) and
the operations department (OPD) at approximately 3 pm the day before the operational period.
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During the hand-over meeting the production plan, including e.g. the daily graph, is handed over to
the regional operations manager (ROM) and any special preconditions for the next operational
period are identified. The ROM is responsible for ensuring that all necessary documents have been
handed over, and for delivering the production plan (including special requirements) to the
concerned roles in the OPD. Right after the hand-over meeting, there’s a follow-up meeting where
ROM informs the PLD about the past operational period. For example, the ROM will inform PLD
about late train path applications submitted to OPD. The main reason for relaying this information
is to enable the PLD to urge the RUs to submit their applications earlier. The ROM will also attend
a weather meeting before the operational period starts.
Each day there are also a number of formal meetings, both on a regional and a national level, for
identifying potential problems and discussing/analysing the past operational period. For example,
the ROM has a phone meeting with the RUs every day to receive input on required changes and
identified risks. There are also weekly and monthly information- and follow-up meetings with
various focuses. For example, there is a weekly meeting on maintenance works, traffic information
and the part of the network that is manually dispatched (System M), and there’s a monthly meeting
where KPIs are analysed and coming infrastructure closures or reductions are reviewed.
Risk management
Each day the ROM and the national operations manager (NOM) analyse the production plan and
any identified risks. The analysis includes e.g. types of risks and their duration and geographical
range. Based on the analysis, the risk situation of the operational period is discussed in a national
meeting, and if needed, mitigating actions are initiated. Risk information concerning coming
operational periods is handed over to the PLD.
New and outstanding train path applications
After the daily graph has been handed over to the OPD, it’s the train manager’s responsibility to
construct train paths for any outstanding or new applications. However, the train manager’s main
responsibility is to prevent deviations and ensure the traffic is operated according to plan, and
planning for new train paths is therefore not a prioritized task. The train manager and ROM, or if
the train path is national, also NOM, decide if a train path application should be admitted or not. If a
train path application is admitted it will be allocated to a train manager that will construct a train
path if time allows. Note that even if a train path application is admitted, unforeseen operational
problems might make it impossible for the train manager to construct the train path, resulting in the
train path application eventually being denied.

4.2.1.2 Operation
Monitoring
The operations engineer, electrical power engineer, production manager and train manager are all
responsible for monitoring their respective areas of responsibility [17, 18]. At production sites
where there is no production manager, it’s the regional operations manager’s responsibility to
monitor the production capability [17]. Further, the ROMs are responsible for identifying deviations
in the traffic flow and infrastructure capability within their region, and NOM should monitor and
identify deviations in the national traffic flow [17].
Execute traffic and maintenance
The train dispatcher is responsible for executing the traffic and maintenance works in accordance
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with current regulations [17].The main tasks for the dispatcher are to survey and set train routes
and communicate with drivers and IM staff. The dispatchers should also report and assign a cause
code to any deviation larger than 3 minutes [19].
If a dispatcher wants to send trains in an unexpected order to the next dispatcher’s area, he or she
should inform the dispatcher in the next area about the order change [20]. When trains depart
early, the dispatchers should also communicate with each other to make sure that everyone
accepts the new order of trains [20]. A dispatcher only talks to the next dispatcher of the train
route. So, if a train for Hallsberg should depart early from Malmö, then the first Malmö dispatcher
will talk to the second Malmö dispatcher and so on, and the final Malmö dispatcher will talk to the
first Gothenburg dispatcher [20]. The communication chain till propagate through the Gothenburg
control area to the Hallsberg control area, and finally the local HRBG IM dispatcher will inform the
marshalling yard about trains arriving early or late [20] .
During night time there is a special IM dispatcher for the Hallsberg marshalling yard. The local yard
dispatcher is responsible for the arrival yard and departure yard. As planning support, the
dispatcher has a printed list with all arriving trains [20]. The local yard dispatcher also makes notes
about e.g. the train length and planned/allocated arrival yard track [20]. The train length can be
found in the computer system OPERA [20]. The local yard dispatcher communicates frequently
with the marshalling yard manager and the yard informs the dispatcher about the planned
classification track allocations [20]. In fact, the IM dispatcher gets the classification track allocation
plan each morning, and if the yard planning staff changes the allocation plan, they should notify the
dispatcher [20]. The IM dispatcher and the yard manager must cooperate as they share track
resources on the arrival and departure yard. For example, conflicts may occur when the yard
manager has planned to use an arrival track for shunting, while the IM dispatcher has planned to
use the same track for an arriving train [20]. But from using communicated information, the IM
dispatcher and the yard manager also rely on experience-based knowledge when planning their
activities. Based on previous experiences, they will know approximately when different jobs are
likely to take place [20].

4.2.1.3 Deviation identification and management
Figure 4 shows a high-level process chart of the deviation management process at Trafikverket.
The deviation process is initiated when a deviation is identified. There are three different levels of
disturbances; local, regional and national, and there are three different document types: deviation
plans/information plan (developed by operations staff, local level), action plan (developed by
ROMT, regional level) and action plan directive (developed by NOMT, national level). The
relationship between the different documents is shown in Figure 5.
In this report, the process step for “Save lives and property” is omitted as it is not the focus of
ARCC. Further, as each process step is described in a specificTrafikverket document, the
reference is written after the sub-chapter title rather than after each sentence. The source of any
information not from the process document is referenced as normal.
Deviation identification
Trafikverket defines a deviation as an event that affects or may affect the production plan and
requires information to be passed on to someone other than the person discovering the deviation
[21]. All monitoring- and operations staff are responsible for communicating deviations to
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concerned roles [21]. If the production site has a production manager, he or she should always be
informed about a deviation [21]. It’s the production manger’s responsibility to inform the ROM
about serious deviations [21]. If the production site does not have a production manager, it’s the
traffic informant’s responsibility to inform ROM [21].
All deviations should be registered, and registration is the start of the deviation management
process [21]. The person discovering the deviation is responsible for making sure that it is
registered, but he or she does not have to register the deviation him- or herself [21]. Infrastructure
deviations should always be registered by the operations technician. Therefore, a person who
discovers an infrastructure deviation is responsible for informing the operations technician about
the infrastructure deviation [21].
Examples of deviations are [22]:








Production plan inoperable
Infrastructure defect
Rolling stock defect
Accidents
Extreme weather conditions
Power irregularities
etc.

Figure 4: An overview of the deviation process.
English version of Swedish figure in [22].

Deviation management
Describe deviation [21]
Describe deviation consists of three tasks: communicate, register and develop plan. Communicate
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and register were discussed in the previous sub-chapter. Develop plan entails developing a
deviation management plan (DP), including e.g. detailed information about the geographical scope
of the deviation, as well as consequences, prognosis and any planned or suggested measures.
Already known preconditions that may aggravate the deviation should also be indicated, as well as
when more information may be available. The deviation plan should be updated as needed.
Every functional area is responsible for adding relevant information to the deviation plan, and then
passing it on to the next area as shown in Figure 5. The additive development of the deviation plan
is to ensure that all relevant information is collected. For example, if there is a deviation in the
electric system, the electrical power engineer develops a deviation plan and orally communicates it
to the operations technician. The operations technician will create a written OT deviation plan in
the support system and make it available for the dispatcher. The dispatcher further develops the
deviation plan by adding dispatching relevant information and then passes it on to the traffic
informant who adds passenger-oriented information.
Note that only functional areas later in the information chain than the deviation origin have to
develop the deviation plan. For example, if there is a dispatching deviation, such as a late or an
early train, then the electrical power engineer and operations technician don’t need to contribute to
the deviation plan. Rather, the dispatcher creates the deviation plan in the support system, fills it in
and passes it on to the traffic informant.
The traffic informant is responsible for making an “information plan”, which is the deviation plan
combined with the traffic informant’s passenger information analysis. The information plan will be
the base material for the regional and national operation managers’ decisions, and also for other
internal and external parties. All roles are responsible for passing on new information to the traffic
informant, and the traffic informant is responsible for updating the information plan. The traffic
information manager is responsible for updating the information plan with information from the
regional management team.

Figure 5: The creating of information documents during deviations.
English version of Swedish figure in [23].

Initial deviation correction [24]
Before the regional action plan is in place, the operations staff work according to their own
deviation plans. In case maintenance entrepreneurs are required, it’s the operations technician’s or
electrical power engineer’s responsibility to call out the entrepreneurs. The dispatcher is
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responsible for executing his or her deviation plan according to current regulations, and the traffic
informant is responsible for delivering initial traffic information, even if it may be incomplete. The
traffic informant should also, if needed, improve and complete the existing deviation information by
asking relevant staff for more information. The traffic informant is also responsible for updating his
or her colleagues when new information is available.
Regional deviation correction [25]
Each manager (production manager, train manager, operations engineer and traffic information
manager) is responsible for analysing every deviation to identify if their respective area may be
affected.
The ROM may call the operations management team to a regional operations management
meeting (regional OPM meeting). Regional OPM meetings are short meetings during which the
regional action plan is developed [22]. The input to the initial regional OPM meeting is a validated
risk for deviation (see chapter 4.2.1.1) or a reported deviation (see “Describe deviation” chapter
above). The aim of the initial regional OPM meeting is to decide whether an action plan should be
developed or not. If an action plan has to be developed, a new regional OPM meeting is
scheduled. If the deviation is of national importance, the ROM informs the NOMT that a national
OPM meeting is needed
In the subsequent regional OPM meetings, the managers should provide all information necessary
for developing or updating the action plan. This information includes description of the situation,
decision basis, solution suggestion, description of needs, impact analysis and information on
available resources. Further, if the NOMT has communicated an action plan directive, the regional
action plans should follow the directive.
After the regional OPM meeting the ROM also holds a regional OPM meeting for affected railway
companies. The aim is to identify any special needs the railway companies may have, and to
collect relevant information for train operation and traffic information. Additional tasks are to
coordinate the information basis and communicate the objectives of the action plan.
National deviation correction [26]
NOM should analyse available information on risks or deviations to decide if they may have a
national effect. The three main points the NOM takes into account are:




Is a large geographical area affected (more than one region)?
Are customers with a national market affected?
Is there a need for cooperation and information sharing between many parties?

Based on the analysis the NOM decides if the risk or deviation is of national importance, and if so,
communicates his or her strategy internally. Comprehensible information on the deviation and/or
risks is also communicated both internally and externally.
If a deviation is judged to be of national importance, the NOM gathers more information and
prepares an action plan directive proposal. If the deviation is likely last into the next operational
period, a customer national OPM meeting is called. Before the customer national OPM meeting,
the NOM should develop a proposal for how the national traffic should be handled. This requires
cooperation with concerned ROMs. The aim of the national OPM meeting for customers is similar
to that of the regional OPM meeting for customers, and the two meetings are often combined.
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During the customer OPM, the NOM should inform the railway customers about prioritisations and
the preliminary plan for the traffic.
The next step is the national OPM meeting with the concerned ROMs. The main objectives of the
national OPM meetings are to prioritise and make decisions. It may be necessary to exercise the
IM’s authority when making the decisions. All decisions are documented in the action plan
directive, which should include traffic measures, division of work, and cohesive information to
customers.
Restore normal operations
When a regional action plan has been developed the process “initial deviation correction” should
stop and “restore normal operations” start. The technicians, dispatchers and informants are
responsible for checking that the action plan contains all the information they need to understand
and follow the action plan, and otherwise request more information from the ROMT. The
technicians, dispatchers and informants then work according to the action plan.
The managers are responsible for taking care of all manager specific tasks in the action plan. For
example, the train manager may be responsible for re-planning maintenance works and train
paths.
The ROM or NOM decides when the deviation process should be finished. The traffic information
manager is responsible for closing the deviation event in the support system unless it is an
infrastructure deviation. Infrastructure deviations are closed by the operations technician.

4.2.2 Freight train operator: Green Cargo
4.2.2.1 Preparation
An operations meeting is held each morning at 9 o’clock with the operations manager, all transport
managers and representatives from delivery management and customer service [27]. During the
meeting the operations during the previous 24 hours is discussed, as well as current status and
preconditions for the next 24 hours [27]. For example, disruptions, resource problems and weather
may be discussed [27].
The RU will also participate in the IM risk, improvement and information meetings mentioned in
chapter 4.2.1.1.

4.2.2.2 Operation
The RU is responsible for designating someone to prepare the trainset [28]. This person will control
that the train is correctly compounded, and that the required information has been recorded. The
required brake tests should also performed [28].
But from proper train preparation, there are also certain documents that the driver must have
received before the train is ready to depart, e.g. safety orders, including a train order (“tågorder” in
Swedish), information about the trains physical characteristics and forms for receiving new safety
orders [28]. The driver should also have the route book (a description of the lines) and a watch that
shows the correct time [28]. The train order is ready to be collected 72 hours before the train’s
departure and can be printed or electronic [8]. The train order may also be dictated [28].
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Before the train departs, the RU submits a car-list to the IM system OPERA, and the train is kreported using the locomotive telephone [13, 12]. The k-report means that the RU is ready to
depart [13].
The driver must wait for permission to drive from the dispatcher before departing [28]. The
permission to drive is generally communicated with the signal pattern “proceed” but can also be
communicated orally [28]. During the journey the driver and the dispatcher communicates as
outlined in chapter 4.3.1.1.
The IM dispatchers are not responsible for car or train movements in the capillary system where
cars are collected and dropped-off to industries [12]. Rather, when a train reaches a capillary track,
the dispatcher gives the driver “permission to start shunting” (“starttillstånd för växling”), and then
it’s the driver’s and freight train operator’s responsibility to ensure safe shunting on the capillary
tracks [12]. In general, the shunting movements on capillary tracks are planned by the freight
operator in cooperation with their customers [12].

4.2.2.3 Deviation identification and management [27]
If the disturbance is caused by external sources, the IM contacts Green Cargo’s operations centre,
and otherwise the deviation notification comes from Green Cargo’s own support functions, e.g.
transport- and delivery management or locomotive- and personnel management. Yard personnel
may also contact the operations centre to let them know about problems.
At Green Cargo, it’s the operations manager’s responsibility to decide how a disturbance should be
handled. The main objective is always to minimize the effect of the disturbance, and the operations
manager may request information from other management functions in order to make good
decisions. The operations manager also attends meetings with the IM ROM and NOM. There is an
operations manager on duty between 06.00 and 21.30, and one on-call during the remaining
hours.

4.2.3 Marshalling Yard manager: Green Cargo
4.2.3.1 Preparation
Each morning the marshalling yard manager updates the annual track allocation plan based on the
current track availability and booking situation (i.e. the train lengths and associations). The updated
track allocation plan is sent to the local IM dispatcher [12].
There is also a hand-over meeting between the marshalling planners when one work-shift hands
over to the next one. During hand-over meetings, the current and upcoming operations are
discussed [12]. All relevant information is then passed on to all yard staff [12].

4.2.3.2 Operation
During operation the employees carry out their allocated tasks. The yard personnel handle all
practical tasks on the yard, such as inspections, coupling and decoupling, while the control tower
personnel plan and control the operations in collaboration with the IM dispatcher.
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4.2.3.3 Deviation identification and management
If a disturbance occurs on the yard, the control tower personnel will inform the RU operations
centre [29]. The control tower personnel are responsible for re-planning yard operations. It’s
important that the control tower personnel ensure that the re-planning process is competition
neutral [29].
Trains arriving late are a common deviation. If a train arrives late there may not be enough time to
marshal the cars as planned, and cars either have to be re-booked on new departing trains or the
departing trains of the original car associations have to be delayed. The marshalling yard control
tower personnel have to cooperate with the IM dispatcher and the RU to decide how the
disturbance should be handled.

4.3 INFORMATION FLOW AND TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS
Many communication and information networks are used during train operations. There are internal
information networks at both the IM and the RU, and also inter-organisation information links
between the IM and the RU, and between the RU and their customers. Further, in wagon load
systems with multiple RUs, information on wagons are exchanged between RUs, and for trains
crossing IM borders, IM to IM communication is required. In this chapter the main focus is the
communication and information flow between the IM and the RU during operations.
Currently, the European Union is supporting the development of technical specifications for
interoperability relating to the telematics applications for freight (TAF TSI). This is likely to have a
large effect on the information flow in the future, as it specifies functional and technical standards
for exchanging harmonised information between infrastructure managers, railway undertakings and
other stakeholders [30]. Further, TAF TSI describe business processes involving IMs and RUs [31].
TAF TSI will not be further discussed in this report, but the reader is referred to e.g. [32].

4.3.1 Communication during operations
Figure 6 shows communication during operations. Figure 6 is an adapted and extended version of
Figure 1 from [33]; the marshalling yard and train driver have been added, and the roles at the
production site have been specified. Further, the deviation process is shown in more detail. The
abbreviations for the roles are presented in the role-tables in chapter 4.1, and OS-E is an
abbreviation for Operation Site Electrical Power.
Telephone and Lync/Skype for business are common means of communication [33]. The IM also
use the high dependability communication system called RAKEL [33]. RAKEL is provided by the
Swedish Civil Contingency Agency [34].
Uppsala University has investigated the communication between the Swedish IM traffic
management and external parties during many years. The reports from these projects can be
found at [35].
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Figure 6: Communication flow during operations.

4.3.1.1 Driver – dispatcher
“Trafikbestämmelser för järnväg” [28] regulates the communication between the RU train driver
and the IM dispatcher. In [28], four different types of messages are outlined: emergency message,
safety order, permission message and information message.
The driver and the dispatcher communicate orally, most of the time over phone. If the dispatcher is
issuing a safety order both the driver and the dispatcher fills in a safety form with the order.
Permission messages are safety messages that are not defined as safety orders, but where the
regulations require the dispatcher to give the driver permission to do something. Some permission
messages may have documentation requirements.
The train driver will mainly contact the dispatcher in case of deviations, or as specified by safety
orders.
Both dispatchers and drivers may initiate contact for information or emergency messages.
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Uppsala University has surveyed operative communication in the railway industry in Sweden. An
early report from 2002 points out that the dispatchers would like to be able to communicate with
more than one driver at a time [36]. This is a functionality that has been developed since the
publication of the report, and is available for dispatchers [20].
Another technical development that will affect the driver-dispatcher communication is driver
assistance systems. Sarik et al. [37] is a recent survey of DAS in Sweden.

4.3.1.2 Marshalling yard control tower – dispatcher
As stated in chapter 4.2.3.1, the marshalling yard control tower will provide the IM dispatcher with
their classification track allocation plan each morning. Any changes in the plan will be
communicated either by the submission of an updated plan or by a phone conversation.
In general, the IM-dispatcher for the yard and the control tower personnel call each other a lot.
However, sometimes they fail to convey their planning and may therefore make plans that are not
compatible [20]. Both the IM and the MYM express that it would be beneficial if the IM dispatcher
and the yard tower personnel could be co-located [20, 12].

4.3.1.3 Dispatcher – dispatcher
On manually dispatched line sections, communication between dispatchers is safety-critical and
highly regulated. However, also on line sections with ATC the dispatchers ought to inform the next
dispatcher if the ordering of trains has changed.

4.3.1.4 Management communication
The communication method on a management level is generally a phone or Lync/Skype for
business meetings. The various meetings have already been discussed in chapter 4.2.1, but in
general, there are three types of meetings:




Production meetings for discussing and analysing the previous operational period and also
gather improvement suggestions.
Operations meetings and risk meetings for dealing with deviations
Information and/or improvement meetings

4.3.1.5 Wagon transportation
TAF TSI contains information exchange for wagon movements via a Wagon and Intermodal Unit
Database (WIMO). The process in TAF TSI specifies, among other things, how different RUs
communicate with a lead RU. Figure 7 is taken from [38] and shows a responsible RU notifying the
Lead RU (LRU) or the Railway Service Industry (RSI) as well as the Wagon and Intermodal Unit
database (WIMO) that a wagon has arrived to a yard.
Marshalling yard managers also need information on cars and trains in order to appropriately
marshal the cars. Currently, as Green Cargo is the marshalling yard manager and also the main
RU using the Hallsberg marshalling yard, their system BRAVO is used for keeping track of all car
and train data [13]. If Green Cargo marshals cars for some other RU, data on the other RU’s cars
need to be entered into BRAVO as well [13].
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Figure 7: Use Case Wagon Yard Arrival. From [38].

4.3.2 Technical solutions
There are many technical systems that are important during operations. In Table 3 below, the most
important systems for planning and operations are presented. Systems related to passenger
information and/or specific systems for maintenance have been omitted.
Table 3: IT-Applications used during operations.
IT-Application
(Source of
information)

Relevant Content

User

Owner

Trafikverket

TrainPlan

 Timetable planning

IM

Opera

 Train composition

IM
RU
MYM

 Locomotive type

Trafikverket

 Axle load
Körorder

 Obtain safety orders

IM
RU

Trafikverket

Här och nu

 Report that trains are ready to
depart (“K-rapport”)

IM

Trafikverket

IM
RU
MYM

Trafikverket

 Monitoring train runs
 Report train delay causes
GSM-MobiSIR

 Radio system for communication

and

 Telephone system for
communication

JIMO –
Järnvägstjänster i

 Request access to train route
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IT-Application
(Source of
information)

Relevant Content

User

Owner

mobiltelefonen
and
MATS

telefonisystem
RAKEL

 High dependency communication
system

IM
(RU)

Provided by Swedish Civil
Contingency Agency.
Trafikverket and some
railway undertakings are
connected.

Lync/Skype for
Business

 Internet communication and
meeting system

IM
RU
MYM

Standard internet
communication solution for
businesses. Used by both
Trafikverket and Green
Cargo AB.

Ebicos

 Train Management System (TMS)

IM

Trafikverket

 Interlocking control
 Real time traffic information
Trafikbilder
Ebicos 9000

 Real time traffic information for RUs
form Ebicos.

IM
RU

Trafikverket

BASUN

 Deviation reporting system

IM

Trafikverket

Loop

 Simulation, optimization and
tactical schedule for locomotives

RU

Green Cargo AB

BRAVO

 Client contracts and transport
bookings

RU

Green Cargo AB

- Bättre
ResursAnvändning
vagnstyrning
Operativt

 Estimated departure and arrival
times for booked transports
 Plans for all possibilities for
transportation
 Wagon routes
 Wagon bookings on trains for each
order
 Shipment and wagon information
 Wagon groups and ordering within
trains
 Wagon disposition and control
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IT-Application
(Source of
information)

Relevant Content

User

Owner

 Planning of shunting activities
 Wagon Database
 Client alert system (delays, rebooking etc.)
 Trip plans for each wagon
BP

 Roster for train drivers and yard
staff

RU

Green Cargo AB

Platå

 Operational schedule for
locomotives and train drivers

RU

Green Cargo AB

OP

 Optimization and information about
train driver assignment

RU

Green Cargo AB

5 SHORTCOMINGS, DIFFICULTIES AND DEVIATIONS
During the project a number of shortcomings, difficulties and deviations were identified in the lineyard and/or IM-RU interaction. They are all discussed in this chapter, even though some of them
do not fall within the scope of ARCC. Note that some deviations were not considered problematic
by all the interviewees.
The SMART project has also compiled a list of deviations during marshalling. This list can be found
in [39].

5.1 UNCAPTURED DEMAND FOR TRAIN PATHS/CAPACITY
Freight train operating companies rely on train networks covering the expected OD-demand while
simultaneously allowing for efficient locomotive and driver schedules. The network is made up of
train paths specified in the application submitted in the annual long-term process. If too many train
paths are substantially changed or rejected, the awarded paths may not form the intended network.
Trying to design a new efficient network using the awarded train paths and left-over capacity may
be impossible [13]. Therefore, applying for sought-after line capacity, e.g. during day-time or in
large cities, carries a great risk. The freight operators may not be willing to take this risk, but rather
apply for train paths outside of congested times and geographical areas [13]. However, as the
application train paths are used to determine which parts of the infrastructure that is congested [3],
the caution exercised in the application process skews the congestion data. In reality, already
congested areas may be even more congested than indicated. Further, the lack of daytime
capacity has a negative effect on the cost effectiveness of the freight operators as they are not
able to use their resources evenly during the day and night [13].
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5.2 UNCLEAR MAINTENANCE PLANS AND AD HOC PROCESS
Although maintenance possessions are timetabled in the annual process, operators often do not
apply for alternative train paths until the time of the possession approaches [8]. Postponing
applying for alternative train path makes sense as the traffic situation changes with time, and many
possessions are re-planned during the year. However, the delayed applications result in work load
peaks around large or many possessions for the IM ad hoc planners [8]. To further complicate the
ad hoc planning process, Sweden does not differentiate between short-term and ad hoc planning
[15]. Rather, all train path applications sent in after the annual timetable has been established
should be handled in a first-come first-served manner and answered within 5 days [15]. This puts
pressure on the ad hoc planners as they are not able to e.g. prioritise an easy train path application
that is supposed to be operated in the next few days over a complete traffic system that is
supposed to start operating in a few months time. Also, the complete traffic system should be
finished within 5 days, even if the planner might need more time. The lack of a distinct ad hoc
process for small and time-critical changes also means that the operators can not expect fast
replies from the IM. Sometimes the RUs have to push the IM to get a reply within 5 days [14].
These problems may be alleviated by a better structured short-term process that differentiates
between small and time-critical ad hoc applications and short-term applications, and has a welldefined and apt sub-process for maintenance adaptations.

5.3 LACK OF DATA AND PLANNING SUPPORT FOR BLOCKED TRAINS
The order of cars in a train can be very important. If cars are ordered according to their final
destination and customer, no shunting is required at intermediate drop-off locations. This saves
both track capacity for the IM and personnel resources for the RU. Further, for safety reasons it’s
sometimes important that light cars are put after heavy cars in a train [12]. Also, hazardous goods
may require certain car order restrictions.
Marshalling yards are built for sorting cars, so it makes sense to use the marshalling yard
resources to compound departing trains with an optimal car ordering. However, currently the Green
Cargo tower personnel have no easy way to access and sort cars based on e.g. customer or
weight [12]. The only data that is readily available for sorting is destination geography [12]. Further,
although marshalling yards are built for sorting cars, the planning problem does become harder
when cars should be sorted in a specific order in the outbound trains. Therefore, a planning
support tool that can be used to generate shunting plans may be necessary if many trains should
have a specific car ordering.

5.4 CONSIDERATION OF YARD OPERATION REQUIREMENTS IN TIMETABLE PLANNING
Marshalling yards are complex, with many and varying train and locomotive movements. Further,
marshalling yards often have some bottlenecks [12]. For Hallsberg marshalling yard, the current
bottleneck is the tracks connecting the departure yard with the line [12].
During timetable planning, movements on the yard are not planned in detail. Rather, rules of thumb
and high-level estimations are used. This sometimes results in timetables of poor robustness [12].
For example, in 2017 some train departure times were too tight during the morning rush hours [12].
Train lengths can also cause problems at the marshalling yard [12]. During 2016-2017 Trafikverket
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granted a train path for an exceptionally long train (730m) [12]. The train could not be compounded
on one classification bowl track, but rather the train was split into two parts that were build on one
classification track each before being connected on the departure yard [12]. This required more
shunting and track resources than a “normal” train and disturbed the flow of the yard [12].
Timetable guidelines for the Hallsberg marshalling yard have been developed [11]. The guidelines
are approximate and may change from year to year [11]. Even though guidelines were developed
for 2017, the departures from Hallsberg marshalling yard still ended up being problematic [12]. This
may have been a result of the guidelines not always being followed.
If tight high-level planning results in a disruption on a particular day depends on the traffic, the yard
situation and the dispatchers. Heavy trains take a longer time to depart than light trains and may
therefore lead to delays. However, the daily variations in associations and shunting may also make
it possible to advance some train departures and thereby increase the buffer time in the timetable
during rush hours [12]. Further, an experienced and fast dispatcher may successfully operate a
tight timetable that a less experienced dispatcher struggles with [20].
The daily variation makes it hard to make a detailed plan for the yard, and Sköldqvist and
Johansson [12] are not convinced that more detailed planning is the solution to the problem.
Rather, guidelines for high-level planning (and guideline adherence), better support systems and
better cooperation were mentioned as potential solutions [12, 20].
As stated in chapters 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, there is a dialogue between Trafikverket (IM) and Green
Cargo (RU/MYM) around the timetable and its operability with respect to marshalling. When e.g.
train departures are too close in time in the timetable proposal, the RU may point this out to
Trafikverket, and can also dispute the timetable [12].
But from the operational problems from above, there are also other timetable and association
characteristics that affect marshalling. For example, the arrival and departure pattern affect the
marshalling work. If arrivals and departures are not mixed, the yard personnel may focus on either
arriving or departing trains, which may be more resource effective. Also, the number of departing
trains that are present at the marshalling yard at the same time affects the marshalling shunting
work required [40].

5.5 SHUNTING MOVEMENTS AT MARSHALLING YARDS
As stated in chapter 5.4, the timetable for the Hallsberg marshalling yard is constructed using
guidelines. Locomotive movements from the arrival yard to the locomotive garage and from the
locomotive garage to the departure yard are examples of movements that are not planned in detail.
Rather, time estimates are used in the timetable [12]. Further, there is no communicated detailed
plan for when trains are pushed over the hump, or when the cars on mixing tracks should be pulled
back to the arrival yard [20].
Sometimes a shunting movement might block some other shunting movements and/or a train
arrival [20]. This may result in disturbances on the yard and also on the line. Experienced
dispatchers often use their experience to guess when different movements will take place and coordinate their planning with the assumed movements [20]. However, a system for planning and
keeping track of intra-yard movements might result in more robust yard operations.
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5.6 TRAINS RUNNING EARLY
Trains running outside their planned timetable slot may cause a lot of problems. It is rather
common that freight trains run before their timetable slot, which has attracted some attention in the
recent punctuality analyses. However, trains departing and running early is not necessarily a
problematic deviation. For example, if a train was originally scheduled to depart during rush hours,
it may be preferable to let it depart earlier when there is less traffic (see chapter 5.4). This reduces
the risk of the train being delayed or delaying other trains, and also creates more buffer time during
rush hours as there is now an empty train path. Both Sköldqvist and Johansson [12] and MeyerThorén [20] provided examples of when it may be good to let trains depart earlier than planned.
Note that whether a train can depart early or not depends on many variables. For example, the
driver and locomotive must be available early, and all cars booked on the train must have arrived
and been compounded. Examples of conditions that may lead to early departures are if the train
driver has spent the night at the yard, or if the train has to wait for cars from a specific customer on
some but not all days [12]. It is often not possible to advance a train’s departure for the remainder
of its operations days, but rather early departures are possible on individual days when all enabling
conditions are realised [8].
It’s the IM dispatcher who decides if a train that is ready to depart should be allowed to depart early
or not. The RU can notify the dispatcher that the train is ready to depart, but the RU can not
demand that the train should depart early [12]. The IM dispatchers very rarely contact the RU to
ask if a train can depart early [20]. The dispatcher may ask the RU if a train can depart early if e.g.
a maintenance work needs to be carried out and will restrict the track capacity. Having the
possibility to enquire for early train departures may be beneficial for the IM dispatcher [20].

5.7 DELAYS AND LARGE BUFFER TIMES
Figure 8 shows the arrival and departure time deviations for Hallsberg marshalling yard during
March 2017. As can be seen, some trains are very early and other trains very late. To minimise the
risk of late cars missing their connections, buffer time is added at marshalling yards [14]. This
prolongs the overall transport time for goods on railways, and also congests the yards. The
problem with yards being congested is further aggravated by trains arriving earlier than planned
(once again, see Figure 8).
A car arriving with a delayed train may be re-booked on another, later, departing train. However,
sometimes there is no appropriate later train that day. Then the delayed car will either suffer a
large delay, or the car’s original departing train have to be delayed [8].
Another difficulty caused by late trains is that the arrival yard is not used as planned and may
become full. In particular, if a train A is planned to be rolled into the classification bowl before a
train B, and train A is late, then this may result in both train A and B occupying the arrival yard later
than planned and thereby potentially overcrowding the arrival yard [20]. A particularly difficult
situation is when a deviation delays many trains, and especially if the deviation causes all trains to
arrive to the yard at approximately the same time [20]. Then the arrival yard may become full and
trains have to wait on the line [20].
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%

Minutes
Figure 8: Time deviations for arriving trains (orange) and departing trains (blue) at Hallsberg
marshalling yard during March 2017. Solid black line is “planned departure time”, negative
time means “earlier than planned” and positive “later than planned”. Data provided by
Trafikverket.

5.8 FOREIGN CARS
Thanks to the wagon-booking system implemented by Green Cargo in Sweden, transports within
Sweden are generally more predictable and stable than international transports [14]. At
international yards, wagons are often allocated to appropriate outbound trains using some sort of
first-come first-served rules, which makes it hard to predict cars’ arrival times. Further, data for
foreign cars is often communicated late, and incomplete and/or erroneous [14]. Foreign cars are
entered into BRAVO and booked on specific trains just like national cars, but during operations the
international car bookings are sometimes changed [14]. In fact, international cars are often
allocated to the first available train with left-over capacity [14].
The poor quality of international freight car transportation on railways in Europe is currently being
addressed by X-rail [41]. X-rail is a production cooperation aiming to make European single
wagonload on railways a more competitive and sustainable alternative. As an example, they aim at
executing international wagonload transports according to a specific Estimated Time of Arrival
(ETA) given at the time of booking. Further, TAF TSI addresses the hand-over of cars between IMs
and RUs, including ETA [38].
Stricter planning of international wagon load traffic, like the X-rail collaboration, will most likely
improve the service quality for international freight transportation on railways. However, as more
trains have fixed wagon associations, the marshalling yard planning problem may become harder
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to solve. Support tools for yard planning may then play an important role for successfully handling
yard operations.

5.9 DRIVER OR LOCOMOTIVE DELAY
Sometimes the driver or locomotive for a departing train is late, or not available, due to e.g.
sickness or locomotive failure [8]. When it comes to locomotives, the RU may try to swap
locomotive circulations so that a locomotive that is available can be used and another circulation
assigned to the late locomotive [8]. Making a network plan that enables locomotive swaps may
therefore result in more robust operations.

5.10 ANNUAL TRAIN PATHS AND DAILY VARIATIONS IN TRAIN CHARACTERISTICS
When applying for a train path, the freight operator has to specify certain train characteristics such
as e.g. length, weight and locomotive type. However, the length and weight of a freight train may
vary from day to day. To make sure that the operated train never surpass any of the characteristics
in the application, the operators could apply for very long and heavy trains. However, train paths
for long and heavy trains often require a lot of capacity as heavy trains are slow and long trains
may not fit on all passing loops. The capacity allocated to the train path for the long and heavy train
will not be available for planning new trains, even if the freight train eventually operated never is as
long or heavy as the one specified in the application. Therefore, it is good for both for the railway
system and the freight operators if operators make an educated guess with regards to train
characteristics. However, applying for sensible but not extreme train characteristics increases the
risk of the train path being too restrictive some operation days.
Data on the actual train characteristics must be submitted to the IM before a train is allowed to
depart. If the characteristics surpass the ones specified by the train path, the IM may stop the train
from departing. Sometimes, the operator can change the composition of the train to counteract the
inadmissible characteristic. For example, an operator might add another locomotive to make up for
extra weight [12]. However, if the train regularly is too heavy, the IM may demand that the RU reapply for a new train path [12].
The fact that the train characteristics required during operations don’t always fit the allocated train
path results in capacity loss, poor support for dispatching and may even force operators to reject
customers unnecessarily. The situation could be improved if a process for updating train paths
depending on a train’s real characteristics was implemented.

5.11 COMMUNICATION BETWEEN IM DISPATCHER AND YARD PERSONNEL
The marshalling yard’s arrival and departure tracks are common resources for the IM dispatcher
and the yard control tower personnel. The control tower personnel plan the marshalling while the
IM dispatcher plans arrivals and departures [20]. If the two plans are incompatible they may cause
delays and/or inefficient operations. Therefore communication between the control tower personnel
and the IM dispatcher is vital, and both Sköldqvist and Johansson [12] and Meyer-Thorén [20]
stated that it would be good if the control tower personnel and IM dispatcher were co-located.
However, as co-location is hard in reality, some technical support such as e.g. a chat-system or a
planning tool that both parties use may promote better communication and data-sharing.
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5.12 TRACK MAINTENANCE AND SNOW REMOVAL
The marshalling yard in Hallsberg has generally enough track capacity for everyday operations.
However, track maintenance and snow removal decrease the number of tracks available, and
thereby result in much harder planning problems and operations [20].

6 DISCUSSION ON ENVISIONED FUTURE SCENARIO WITH MULTIPLE
OPERATORS SHARING MARSHALLING YARD RESOURCES
The yard analysed in this report, Hallsberg Marshalling yard, is managed and operated by Green
Cargo. Green Cargo also operates the vast majority of cars being marshalled in Hallsberg. In both
Sweden and Germany, the majority of wagonload transportations are operated by one company,
and subsequently this company also generates and performs the majority of marshalling
operations. A more detailed analysis of responsibilities and rights of the different parties at
marshalling yards in Sweden and Germany is provided in ARCC D2.1 [42].
It is possible that European marshalling yards to a larger extent will be shared by more railway
companies in the future, and in this section we provide a general discussion on three aspects that
are important to consider when moving towards a situation with many RUs at the same marshalling
yard. The discussion is based on the work carried out in the ARCC project, and is based on
analysis of both the Swedish and German situations. Other aspects that are important but not
within scope of this report are e.g. safety and technical prerequisites for sharing resources.
The discussion in this section does not assume any given organisation of actors in the future
scenario. For clarity reasons, the discussion uses the same actors and responsibilities as defined
in Section 2, but the organisation and structure of the actors may be different in the future. Further,
the discussion assumes that the functionalities currently performed (long term planning, short term
planning, operative replanning, dispatching, arrival inspections, coupling, shunting, brake test etc)
will have to be performed (in some way), but it does not assume any division of tasks between
different organisations.
The method used to divide the marshalling resources between different RUs is not decided or
assumed in this section. For example, physical marshalling resources could be allocated to
different RUs with marshalling competence based on time and/or space limitations, or there may
be a MYM that takes the overall responsibility for marshalling planning and operation, and provides
marshalling services to all RUs. Both practices are currently used; capillary tracks are allocated to
different RUs at different time intervals (resources allocated to different RUs based on time
limitations), while multimodal terminals often have an operator that services many railway
undertakings.

6.1 INTERDEPENDENCIES
As evident from Table 2, RU network planning, IM line planning and MYM yard planning depend on
one another.
The RU network and resource planning is important for providing cost-effective freight
transportation services on railways. However, the feasibility of the network plan and resource plan
depend on the train paths awarded by the IM to the RU, and on whether the MYM can marshal the
cars as intended. Freight RUs already suffer the risk of not being awarded the intended train paths
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(see e.g. Section 5.1), and it would be unfortunate if future marshalling services carry a similar risk.
Rather, RUs intending to use a marshalling service should be able to receive some guarantee from
the MYM that the service will be available (cf. the current operability acceptance meetings in
Section 3.1.3).
However, the feasibility of a marshalling service depends on the train paths awarded by the IM,
and therefore the IM and MYM must cooperate to ensure that the train path planning does not
prohibit the intended marshalling services. Likewise, if there are multiple MYM on the same yard,
they must cooperate to ensure that their different plans are compatible.
All in all, the number of organisations that have to cooperate during the planning phase increase
when multiple RUs use the same yard, and the high interdependency of planning processes
carries a risk. It is important that the actors can co-operate in a way that minimises risk and
maximises service quality. This requires apt processes, data sharing and good decision support
systems.
The interdependencies that make the different organisations’ planning processes connected are
equally present during operations. For timely operations, all three systems (line management, yard
management, car/locomotive/driver-management) must work well together. Once again, effective
co-operation will be important to produce high quality freight transportation services on railways.

6.2 FLEXIBILITY
The more marshalling yard capacity that is available to an RU, the more flexibility the company has
when trying to construct a cost effective network, or when replanning operations. Accessing
different marshalling yards, as well as being able to marshall at different times of the day, provide
flexibility. The ideal situation for an RU would be full access to all marshalling yards at all times.
Depending on how the multi-operator marshalling yard is organised, the flexibility of the RUs will be
more or less restricted. Some restrictions may be insignificant (e.g. if the marshalling yard close for
a few hours during the least trafficked period), while others may greatly affect the RUs ability to
provide cost-effective railway transportation services (e.g. if the marshalling yard is allocated to
different RUs at different times, and the time-division is poorly constructed).
Another important flexibility aspect is the flexibility of resource usage at the marshalling yard.
Assume that e.g. tracks are allocated to different RUs on a yearly basis, then the possibility to replan track allocations based on the current train lengths would be limited, which may result in less
efficient railway transportations.
Finally, the future system must have enough flexibility to handle the untimeliness of freight trains
(see Figure 8). For example, if the arrival yard and hump are allocated to different RUs during
different time periods, and a delayed train arrives to the marshalling yard outside its RUs time
period, then this train must still be taken care of somehow. The train could be forced to wait until
there is an available arrival yard track (this requires capacity on line tracks and may cause large
secondary delays) or an arrival yard track may be permanently reserved for any late trains (this will
decrease the yard capacity available during planning), or some combination of the two (e.g. there
should always be a free “robustness” marshalling slot every hour). Another potential solution is that
the MYM and RUs make some sort of co-operation agreement for handling delayed trains, and
thereby obtain the required flexibility. Note that a particularly problematic situation would be large
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disruptions when all RUs trains arrive out of order. Good decision support systems that can be
used to quickly generate feasible and, in some way, fair marshalling plans may support
discussions and speed-up recovey during large disruptions.

6.3 COMPETITION
Marshalling yards provide a unique service for sorting cars. Flat shunting could be used for car
sorting as well, but for a wagonload system marshalling is vital to achieve efficient transportation.
Depending on the geographical locations of different marshalling yards, a profit-maximizing MYM
may end up enjoying a monopoly position. A MYM charging monopoly prices may be detrimental
for the wagonload system. The regulation bodies that are responsible for controlling fair pricing are
therefore important.
There may also be competition between different RUs using the same yard. Due to the complexity
of marshalling operations, it may be hard for both the MYM and the RUs to understand what a fair
marshalling service is (or what a fair price is). The MYM and the RUs may argue about the
impartiality of the capacity allocation, and the RUs may also be unwilling to share their real needs
with the MYM. This could be a problem both during planning and during operations.

7 VISION AND USE-CASE
This chapter starts by presenting a “vision” for the development of the rail freight transport system
within the scope of ARCC WP2 and the findings described in this document. The focus of the
vision is a railway system that addresses the needs of both passenger trains and freight trains, and
where the yards and lines are managed in cooperation. This vision does not include improvements
for all the shortcomings identified in chapter 5, but for some of them.
A part of this vision is then formulated into a scenario for ARCC WP2 development, namely the
handling of an early train departure. Early train departures are common in Sweden and are
considered to be beneficial as long as they are properly managed – but are considered as a
problem if they are not handled in a good way. As part of proper management, the planning of the
line and the yard should be coordinated and robust, and all relevant parties should be informed
about the decision to advance the departure.

7.1 VISION: IMPROVED COORDINATION BETWEEN LINE AND SIDE SYSTEM PLANNING
Rail freight traffic has other prerequisites than passenger traffic, both regarding planning and
operations. Good timetable and operations planning processes should address both the needs of
passenger traffic and freight traffic. Also, the freight transport planning and operation would benefit
from an improved holistic perspective, in which the line planning is more integrated with the
planning of the side system (i.e. marshalling yards and terminals).
In this section, we point out some differences between the prerequisites for passenger and freight
traffic in tactical and operational planning with respect to timetable planning and its coordination
with planning of the side system. Based on this, we propose some targets for developing the
timetable process to make it more adapted to freight traffic needs.
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7.1.1 Some differences between rail freight and passenger traffic
In many aspects, rail freight traffic is different from rail passenger traffic when it comes to
timetabling and operation. The passenger flows are normally more stable than the freight flows, as
the freight traffic in part is dependent on ups and downs of the economic cycle and on transport
contract agreements depending on discrete production from fewer customers, leading to a
somewhat larger need for adjustments in transportation structure and transportation volumes.
There are also different classes of freight trains with different requirements on timetabling, speed
and punctuality. For example, a postal service train is very different from a bulk material transport.
In order to achieve the best possible total railway system, these differences should be
acknowledged and planning and operations processes should be adapted to accommodate the
different needs for different train classes.
Comparing passenger rail traffic with freight rail traffic, it is common that the freight rail traffic has:













Larger needs for planning of new trains within 2-3 months planning horizon.
Larger needs for replanning of trains (that are already included in the annual timetable)
within 2-3 months planning horizon.
Larger needs for flexibility.
Larger flexibility.
Need for changed departure times at short notice.
More trains that run before their scheduled timetable slots.
More trains that run significantly after their scheduled timetable slots.
Other kind of punctuality needs and delay costs.
Sometimes it is more important to be able to run a train than to do it efficiently and with high
punctuality.
The marshalling yards and terminals (“side system“) are more integrated in the transports
from the dispatching customer to the receiving customer.
Too often inefficient transports with unwanted waiting times along the line.
Highly competitive market where efficiency is key to survival.

Based on these differences, potential targets may be identified for the development of the
timetable process:





The timetable planning process should be adapted to be able to handle the needs of both
passenger and freight traffic.
The timetable planning process should acknowledge and utilize that freight and passenger
traffic are different.
Punctuality goals should be different for passenger and freight traffic.
The planning and capacity of the side systems should be more integrated into the planning
of the railway lines.

7.1.2 Developments for line and side system coordination
Of particular interest is the coordination between the side system and the line network. As the
utilization of all parts of the railway network increases, the need for coordinated planning between
the side system and line has been more and more accentuated, as they cannot act as buffers for
each other without causing problems. In particular, we are interested in the freight trains that run
outside of their scheduled timetable slot, as described in chapter 5.
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In the actual traffic situation, many freight trains depart from marshalling yards/terminals before or
after their scheduled departure times. This causes trains to run outside their planned timetable
slots, and therefore many aspects of the transport have to be replanned in an operational setting.
As a consequence, there is a risk that the operational planning cannot be made with the same
holistic planning perspective as the original tactical planning, leading to inefficient resource
utilization of infrastructure, vehicles and personnel. A particular problematic situation arises if the
freight train approaches its destination yard (or terminal) at a time when the yard can’t receive the
train due to limited arrival capacity. Then the freight train may have to stop at some side track
along the line, hindering other trains from using this side track and thus reducing the capacity of
the rail line network. When the yard has the free capacity to receive the arriving train, the train is
allowed to approach the yard. Thus, improperly managed departures outside the planned timetable
slots may cause the line to be less efficiently utilized, especially if the destination yard can not
receive the train.
In order to improve the situation, it is important that:





The marshalling yards, terminals and sidings are coordinated with the line network.
Operations and actions on yards/terminals should not create capacity issues along the line
network, and line network operation should not create capacity issues on the
yards/terminals.
The marshalling yards, terminals and sidings are coordinated with each other. Actions on
one yard/terminal should not cause capacity issues on another yard/terminal.
The capacity of the railway line is utilized in a very efficient way.

Based on the above development needs, there are implications on how the timetabling processes
and operational control could be enhanced in order to support the needs for freight traffic in
general and in particular to support the coordination between line and yards/terminals:












The capacity of the side system (yards/terminals) should be dimensioned according to
actual traffic needs so that the capacities of these are not a limiting factor for the operations
and development of the rail freight traffic.
The information in the rail system should be transparent and shared whenever this creates
common benefits and a more efficient overall railway system.
The operational timetable should be updated on a daily basis to incorporate known
disturbances, like temporary speed reductions or track maintenance.
The operational timetable should be updated according to current and actual prerequisites
for the (freight) trains, like actual train weight, maximum speed, acceleration profile, and
braking characteristics.
The nominal timetable should continuously be adjusted for systematic deviations, both
regarding early and late trains.
As soon as an RU expects a departure time deviation (delay or early departure) it should be
communicated to the IM.
Both RU and IM should make consequence aware decisions when planning a deviating
departure time (compared to the nominal timetable slot), including downstream
consequences.
Before departure, a conflict regulated operational timetable all the way from departure to
arrival should be constructed. The level of detail in the conflict regulation is a topic for
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further investigation, but it should be good enough so that no unexpected negative
consequences happen to any train in the railway system.
The arrival capacity of the destination yard/terminal should be confirmed already at the
departure. The arrival capacity should also be continuously updated and transparent.
The daily operational timetable should be adjusted in order to maximize robustness given
the specific situation of the day.
In case of disturbances, trains and yard operation should be prioritized in a way to secure
deliveries to final customers.
Train drivers should run trains according to the (operational and daily updated) timetable
slots.

Out of these proposed improvement areas, we have selected a few that are of special interest for
the enhanced coordination between line and yard/terminal planning. In the next section, we
summarize and describe this by formulating a scenario for improved line-side system coordination
in the event of an early train.

7.2 SCENARIO: EARLY TRAIN
The scenario selected to serve as an example in ARCC is a train going from Malmö to Hallsberg
that may depart early. Approximately 44% of the freight trains travelling from Malmö to Hallsberg
were early when reaching Arlöv, the first measuring point after Malmö, in October 2014 [43]. As
discussed in chapter 5.6, properly managed early departures may improve the robustness of the
train operations and increase the timeliness of trains. However, poorly managed early departures
may disturb other trains, and/or cause inefficient use of line or yard capacity.
There are at least two approaches to reduce the negative consequences of trains running outside
of their planned timetable slots. One approach is to forbid trains departing too early and possibly
penalize trains departing too late. However, operational experience with forbidding early
departures has shown that it is very hard and may even have increased negative consequences
[43]. Another approach is to improve the preparedness to handle trains that run outside their
planned timetable slots, which is the cornerstone of the proposed scenario.
The scenario for improved coordination between line and yard/terminal planning and operation
includes the following aspects:






As soon as the RU know that they need to operate a train outside the planned timetable
slot, the RU reports this to the IM.
Before departure, a new, conflict regulated, operational timetable slot should be created
that secures that the train running outside of its original timetable slot does not create nor is
exposed to any unforeseen problems along the way.
The new timetable slot should be the best possible, given the operational situation of the
day and allowed adjustments of other trains’ timetable slots.
Before departure, the arrival capacity of the receiving yard/terminal should be secured so
that the trains does not have unplanned waiting time along the line, caused by limited
arrival capacity of the yard.

The changes that are needed to enable the scenario include:
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Earlier and clearer communication between RU and IM about foreseen deviations in
departure times – both for early and late departures.
Better coordinated decisions regarding deviating departure times and their consequences,
both within the RU and within the IM (so that it is not just an agreement between the train
driver and the local dispatcher).
Better understanding of the consequences of the changed departure time on the line all the
way from departure to destination (of the wagon).
Better understanding of the consequences of the changed departure time for the
destination yard.
Better coordination and prioritization of the RU’s trains.
Better coordination of dispatching process at IM.

The development of the scenario opens the following questions that will be further investigated
within the ARCC WP2 project:






What are the ideal decision processes at both RUs and IM, and also between them, in
cases of operationally changed departure times?
How should the operational arrival capacity of a yard be estimated?
How should the operational timetable slots be efficiently calculated and what criteria are
valid for a good operational timetable slot? What scope should be taken into consideration
when planning a new timetable slot and what changes are possible to make in the
timetable?
What scope should be considered when re-planning the destination yard operations?
Should further downstream effects be considered? Should changes of other
arrival/departure times to/from the yards be considered? How can the ETA of wagons be
ensured?

In order to fully realize the potential of the vision in the early train scenario, system support for
replanning both the train path and the marshalling yard operations is beneficial, and may even be
necessary. The next section describes use-cases for coordinated line- and yard planning, where
decision support systems are use to generate a new, conflict-free and robust train path for an early
train. System support for re-planning marshalling yard operations is also analysed in the SMARTreports [39, 44].

7.2.1 Use-cases
Figure 9 shows a UML use-case diagram for early departures. Each use-case is described in
more detail below.
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Figure 9: Actors and use-cases for early train departure; actors are described in chapter 4.1.

7.2.1.1 Alert train ready early
Currently it is the driver that informs the IM dispatcher that a train is ready to depart earlier than
expected. However, Jonatan Gjerdrum at Green Cargo has pointed out that the RU operations
manager potentially also should be involved in the decision to advance a train departure.

7.2.1.2 Generate new train path
If a train is ready to depart earlier than planned, its train path should be re-planned to analyse the
consequences of the changed departure time and see if advancing the train departure is
preferable. The dispatcher, or possibly the train manager, is responsible for the re-planning. The
decision support system generating the new train path should interact with the marshalling yard
planning system to ensure that the destination yard can accommodate the train at the new arrival
time.
It may be necessary to involve all dispatchers along the train’s trip in the re-planning in order to
confirm that they approve of the new train path.
The re-planning of a train path is further analysed in ARCC WP 3 Real-time network management.

7.2.1.3 Yard capacity control
In order to ensure that the destination yard can accommodate the train, the yard plan needs to be
updated to take into account the new arrival time. The marshalling yard manager should be
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informed about the potential changes and should also be able to interact with the yard re-planning
algorithm to ensure the yard operations are not unduly disturbed.

7.2.1.4 Award new train path
Once a new train path has been generated and approved by all dispatchers and the yard manager,
some sort of formal decision to let the train depart early needs to be made. The RU operations
manager, and the IM dispatcher and/or train manager may be involved in this formal decision.
Once the new train path has been awarded it should be communicated to all interested parties and
all systems should be updated with the new plan. Most notably, all dispatchers and yard managers
need to receive the new train path, and their respective systems should be updated with the new
path. It would also be good, although not necessary, if the new train path and safety orders were
electronically communicated to the driver.

7.2.2 System considerations
7.2.2.1 Real-time optimization
As the re-planning system is supposed to be used close to operation, the response times must be
short. Further, a question that needs to be considered is whether other trains should be assumed
to run on time or not.

7.2.2.2 Clearance and responsibilities
There are many people whose approval might be necessary before the new train path is
established, e.g. all dispatchers, the yard manager, the IM train manager and the RU operations
manager. At the same time, the re-planning should be as fast as possible. It is therefore important
to identify which people really need to approve the changed train path, and how and when they
should give their approval.

7.2.2.3 Yard and line plan quality
It is important to identify good parameters and to find high quality data to be able to generate new
train paths of good quality. Further, as both the yard and the line are re-planned, there will be two
sets of quality measures that should be weighted against each other. A new train path that is very
good for the line might be very bad for the yard, and vice versa. The line and yard planning
systems must therefore interact in a good way during the re-planning step. The system should also
ideally be able to take customer commitments and communicated ETAs into account.

7.2.2.4 Human-in-the-loop
As the plan is changed close to operation, it is important to ensure that the dispatcher and yard
manager understands and accepts the changes made. This might e.g. be accomplished by
reducing the degrees of freedom for the re-planning algorithms, and/or by making algorithms that
the user easily can affect and interact with.

7.2.2.5 Driver assistance systems (DAS)
Currently most trains in Sweden do not have DAS. However, DAS may be more common in the
future. If the train’s DAS is connected to the train path re-planning system, the changed train path,
and potentially also safety orders, could be electronically communicated to the DAS and thereby
be easily communicated to the driver.
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7.2.2.6 Further developments
Adapting the daily graph to make best use of the possibilities brought about by a train that can
depart early is only one way to exploit the daily variations of freight traffic. For example, a close-athand development could be to extend the yard planning system so that the ready time of trains
could be advanced. This could then be used in combination with the train path replanning to
advance train departures when there e.g. is a risk for yard overcrowding or line delays during rush
hours. This would require the RU and the IM to cooperate to identify trains that potentially could
depart early, and decision support tools that can be used to change the yard plan.
More generally, other daily variations could be exploited in similar ways. That is, the slack
generated by the daily variations in e.g. train weight and length could be used to make operations
more robust and/or effective.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The goal of this report was to analyse the dependencies between different actors and different
planning levels for yard-network interaction, and find generalized concepts for system
improvements. To accomplish this, the report has described and analysed the planning and
operational processes of an infrastructure manager (IM), a freight railway undertaking (RU) and a
marshalling yard manager (MYM) in Sweden. Special focus has been given to processes for
cooperation between actors, and a number of shortcomings have been identified.
In general, there are plenty of communication possibilities for the IM and the RU, both during
planning and operations. There are formal meetings, and the IM planning department has an open
door policy. However, although the RU and IM have straightforward means of communication,
there is little support for collaborative planning.
Tactical planning is a fairly sequential process where the RU submits capacity applications and the
IM returns train paths and access services, and where little or no adaptation of the provided train
paths is possible. The lack of cooperative tactical planning becomes particularly problematic in
relation to yards and terminals. The RU is responsible for applying for train paths, the IM is
responsible for constructing the timetable and the yard manager is responsible for planning the
internal operations of the yard. In the study of this report, the RU and the marshalling yard
manager belonged to the same company, and had good cooperation during the application design
process. So called operability acceptance meetings were held to ensure that the yard could
marshal the intended car associations. However, the IM and the yard manager did not cooperate
during tactical timetable planning. This lack of cooperation was considered problematic by the
RU/MYM company. The IM timetable restricts the terminal and yard operations, and if the IM does
not consider the operational requirements of terminals and yards when constructing the timetable,
the yard manager may not be able to perform the services required by the RUs and/or the yard-line
operational interface may lack in robustness. The main problem pointed out was that the timetable
for yard-adjacent tracks was not robust enough. One way to alleviate this problem, which has been
implemented by the Swedish IM, is to produce guidelines for timetable planning for yards and
terminals. However, another way would be to cooperate more when constructing the timetable (cf.
the operability acceptance meetings).
Cooperative planning may also be beneficial closer to operations. In particular, adapting the
operational train paths for the freight trains’ varying train characteristics could both minimize the
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negative effects of the variations, and even improve the robustness of the daily graph. For
example, sometimes trains may be ready to depart earlier than planned. Advancing train
departures is often considered beneficial as it may increase the robustness of the timetable.
However, the advancement has to be well-managed to avoid surprising inconsistencies during
operations. One way to manage the advancement of trains is to re-plan the train path. This
requires fast planning support tools and good communication. The current operational process
already supports communication in case of deviations, and there are also daily meetings where
improvements may be identified. However, there are no good decision support tools for quickly replanning the line or the marshalling yard. Re-planning of train paths is further analysed in ARCC
WP 3, and support tools for (re-)planning marshalling yards will be further analysed in
ARCC WP 2.
Finally, the IM dispatcher and the MYM control tower personnel share track resources on the
arrival and departure yard during operations, and therefore they have to cooperate.
Communication of planned movements is vital, and the YM hands over the classification track
allocation plan to the IM dispatcher each morning, and updates it throughout the day. However,
both the IM and the MYM indicated a need for closer collaboration. In particular, communication of
future plans, and potentially also changes to future plans, was indicated as a problem. Once again,
proper planning and scenario tools where both parties can see the other party’s plan would aid
communication and cooperation.
The list of problems in chapter 5 of this report reveal different directions for future work; ranging
from capturing demand data for strategic planning of infrastructure to operational re-planning
during disturbances. Planning and cooperation methods for both high-level tactical planning as well
as detailed operational planning merits more research. The tactical planning methods should
ensure operational feasibility, while the detailed operational planning methods should support
dispatchers and yard personnel and help dealing with daily variations and disturbances. A further
interesting area for future research is the process for moving from high-level tactical planning to
detailed operational planning.
Another area that merits attention is the feasibility and possible future development of a situation
where many large operators share the same marshalling yard. In this case, both analysis of
business aspects and methods and support for co-operative planning and operations are
important.
The focus of ARCC WP2 is real-time yard management, and the next deliverable (DP 2.3) will be
focussed on modelling requirements and interface specifications for a marshalling yard
management system. The yard management system and its interface to a line planning system
should improve the cooperation between the yard manager and the IM dispatcher. If the
management system provides optimizing automatic decision support it may also help dispatchers
and yard control personnel improve and adapt the current operational plan. The final deliverable of
WP2 will present demonstration scenarios for a real-time yard management system. Some of the
shortcomings identified in this report will be handled in these scenarios.
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